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Determining Fort Walton Burial Patterns and Their Relationship within the
Greater Mississippian World
Gabrielle A. Shahramfar
ABSTRACT
The objective of my research was to compile all known burial data from the Fort
Walton culture located in northwest Florida (A.D. 1000 to contact) to determine any
patterns in burial practices. A thorough literature review of all published material was
conducted to obtain the burial data. I also reviewed burial practices of other
contemporaneous late prehistoric cultures in the Southeast, including the Pensacola and
Rood cultures. The burial data clearly indicate that Fort Walton burial practices varied
greatly; 14 different burial types were identified from all of the sites. A similar pattern is
seen among Pensacola, Rood and Mississippian ceremonial centers. However, secondary
burials were dominant at mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola and Pensacola sites when
compared to classic Fort Walton burial sites. This may have been the result of European
contact, which might have changed native burial practices in northwest Florida, as a
result of disease and displacement; however, future studies are needed to assess this
hypothesis. Caches of pottery and burials capped with pottery appear to be a unique
characteristic among Pensacola burial sites. Two major dissimilarities observed at Rood
burials were the practice of dyeing teeth and a mass burial with an altar. Of all of the
Fort Walton sites, the elite burials from the Lake Jackson site most closely resembles the
viii

elite burials discovered at Etowah, Moundville, and Spiro, due to the Southeastern
Ceremonial Complex (SECC) goods and the elaborate tombs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND GOALS OF RESEARCH
The late prehistoric Mississippian culture dates from circa A.D. 1000 to 1500 and
covered much of the southeastern United States. This period was characterized by an
increased reliance on maize, increased social stratification, and the construction of
mounds, mostly flat-topped earthen pyramids (Smith 1990; Muller 1997). Fort Walton
culture is the Mississippian variant in northwest Florida; however, little research has been
conducted to analyze how it relates to the wider Mississippian world. Thus the current
understanding of Fort Walton culture is shortsighted. The objective of my Master’s
thesis is to begin addressing this problem by compiling all known burial data from the
Fort Walton culture to verify any patterns in burial practices and to compare these
practices to those exhibited at other major Mississippian centers such as Etowah,
Moundville, and Spiro (Figure 1). These centers were picked as a sample of
Mississippian sites because there is much skeletal data available, since these are the
largest sites among the hundreds of Mississippian sites. However, these three sites all
contain mounds, though not all of the Fort Walton burials were located in mounds. In the
future, all data on Mississippian burial sites should be compiled for comparison with Fort
Walton burials.
A thorough literature review of all published material was conducted to obtain the
burial data. However, as with most research projects, there were numerous problems
encountered while researching Fort Walton burials, including issues with curation, poorly
1

documented excavations, conflicting cultural interpretations, and a scarcity of thorough
reports. To understand these complications, it is necessary to document them carefully
and be aware of biases in previous cultural interpretations of Fort Walton culture.

Figure 1: Mississippian Ceremonial Sites and Cultural Regions.

2

Earlier definitions of Fort Walton culture focused primarily on ceramic types,
which have made it difficult to develop a holistic understanding of the complete Fort
Walton cultural adaptation. The earliest definitions were formulated by Gordon Willey
and Richard Woodbury (1942), who defined it as the last aboriginal ceramic complex,
before European contact, in northwest Florida. Willey’s (1949) Archaeology of the
Florida Gulf Coast expanded this definition to include a chronological period, ceramic
complex, and a culture (Scarry 1984:332-334). As a result of the remarkable influence of
the Archaeology of the Florida Gulf Coast, Fort Walton continues to be defined primarily
as a ceramic complex. According to Willey’s (1949) classification, the Fort Walton
Complex contains both Fort Walton Series and Pensacola Series ceramics. Willey did
not classify the two different pottery series as representing two different archaeological
cultures. The main difference between the two series is the temper type: Fort Walton
ceramics contain grit, grog or sand, while Pensacola ceramics have shell temper similar
to the majority of other, mainstream Mississippian ceramics. In addition, Pensacola
ceramics are found from northwestern Florida to Louisiana (Knight 1984:201-202).
William Sears (1977) made the most significant alterations to Willey’s definition: he
extended the inland boundary to include the Rood Phases and separated Pensacola culture
from Fort Walton culture, citing that “the two series do not overlap in space
significantly” (1977:176). Rood Phases I, II, and III are ceramic phases located in the
upper part of the lower Chattahoochee River area. Dates for each of these phases are as
follows respectively: A.D. 1100-1200, A.D. 1200-1300, and A.D. 1300-1400 (Blitz and
Lorenz 2006:67-70). These dates are within the range of Fort Walton culture. However,
Rood Phase I and III, in contrast to phase II, contain very little Fort Walton ceramics.
3

Rood II is dominated by grit-tempered Cool Branch Incised (68-77 percent) and
Columbia Incised (4-12 percent), and meager amounts of about Moundville Incised (2-7
percent), Lamar Plain (2-12 percent), and Fort Walton Incised (<5 percent) (Blitz and
Lorenz 2006:67-70).
Brose (1985:161) states that during the 1940s it was believed that the Middle
Mississippian expansion occurred in the late proto-historic or historic times;
consequently, “Willey’s conflation of Fort Walton and Pensacola was an almost
inevitable consequence of this chronological perspective of the 1940s.” At the time, the
Mississippian period was condensed to a short time span of about 200 years. Fort Walton
culture occurs in the early to late Mississippian; however, in Florida Pensacola occurs in
the late Mississippian period (Brose 1985:162).
White (1985:174) suggests that the differences between Pensacola and Fort
Walton pottery (shell-tempered versus grit-tempered) could be as a result of availability
of resources. Pensacola sites that are on the coast would have relied more on shellfish,
whereas Fort Walton sites that are located on the interior relied more on agriculture,
probably due to obvious ecological reasons. However, interior and coastal sites maybe
“seasonal manifestations of the same culture” (White 1985:174). Yet another possibility,
proposed by Marrinan and White (2007:294), is that Fort Walton people did not have a
shortage of shell and may have purposely avoided using shell temper for technological
reasons or to maintain a regional identity. The Fort Walton versus Pensacola dilemma is
still unresolved and demonstrates the need for more rigorous research.
The current definition of Fort Walton culture is based on a long trait list:
1. Occupations range from small to large, with large sites usually
4

containing a mound and adjacent plaza.
2. Mound centers are located on or near bodies of water and exhibit
Mississippian architecture.
3. Mounds and/or village areas have evidence of structures.
4. Characteristic subsistence remains included maize, wild plants,
and a wide variety of fauna, such as deer, fish, shellfish, turtle, and
small mammals.
5. Coastal sites maybe small and seem to have relied more heavily on
marine fauna.
6. Burials of elites are typically interred in temple and/or burial mounds.
7. Many larger Fort Walton sites have other cultural components.
8. There are fewer ceremonial centers during the Fort Walton period
(A.D.1000-1500), as compared with Woodland times.
9. Burial practices were not standardized as they were in the Woodland
period.
10. There are significantly fewer chipped-stone tools than in earlier or later
periods.
11. There is also little evidence of defensive architecture as compared with
other Mississippian sites.
12. Ceramic temper consists predominately of grit, but also some sand, and/or
grog and excludes shell-tempered ceramics.
13. Most Fort Walton ceramic types share the same vessel forms and
decorative motifs as Mississippian wares (Marrinan and White 2007:292-293).
5

Fort Walton culture is confined geographically between the Choctawhatchee Bay
on the west and the Aucilla River on the east, but it also extends up the entirety of the
Apalachicola River and approximately 50 miles up the Chattahoochee River. This
includes most of northwestern Florida, and portions of the interior of southern Alabama
and Georgia (Marrinan and White 2007:294). The area around the Choctawahatchee Bay
is a transitional zone between Fort Walton and Pensacola culture, since sites in this area
contain both Fort Walton and Pensacola-Series ceramics. Little is known about Fort
Walton culture in Alabama and Georgia outside this valley; however, Blitz and Lorenz
(2006) have made attempts to document Mississippian sites of this area.
For the most part, archaeologists agree that Fort Walton culture is a conglomerate
of Mississippian and Weeden Island influences, though it has been postulated that Fort
Walton people invaded northwest Florida. Check-stamped pottery and maize agriculture
were present during the Late Woodland period. Both continued during the early Fort
Walton period, though check-stamped pottery tapered off and agriculture intensified
(Marrinan and White 2007:294-295).
One of the main problems encountered while compiling information about Fort
Walton burials was outdated information. As a result of Willey’s influence,
archaeologists before the 1960s labeled sites as Fort Walton even if they contained
Pensacola ceramics. Since these sites were later reclassified as Pensacola by Sears, it was
necessary to verify which sites are actually “Fort Walton” based on the current definition,
with the decisive factor being ceramic types. Furthermore, there are burials that contain a
mixture of Fort Walton Series and Pensacola Series ceramics, thus I only classified
6

burials as Fort Walton if they were within the Fort Walton area. All of the mixed burial
sites clustered around the Choctawhatchee Bay.
These “cultures” are based on ceramic types, but ceramic types alone cannot
define a culture. Such definitions have neglected to focus on the relationship between
Pensacola and Fort Walton and their relationship to the greater Mississippian culture. To
remedy this situation, I decided to compare all of the “classic” Fort Walton burials to a
sample of burials from the Rood Phase and Pensacola culture. These data are then
compared to the burial practices exhibited at the largest Mississippian sites of Etowah,
Moundville, and Spiro. The goal is that these comparisons will result in a more holistic
view of Fort Walton people in their cultural surroundings.
To complicate matters further, the majority of the mortuary data are based on
isolated burials or poorly executed excavations, such as those conducted by Moore a
century ago, as well as others that are only minimally documented in the Florida Master
Site File (FMSF). I compiled the locations of archaeological collections from all the sites
that I discussed to aid in future studies, which may provide more valuable data (Table 1).
Curation problems also hindered the process. Some of the field notes are missing from
the sites that have little information in reports. There are two missing unpublished
manuscripts, specifically on two different burial sites. In addition, some sites did not
yield much information about burials due to the destruction of the sites caused by natural
processes and looting. One such case is that of the Curlee site, which had been looted
and greatly affected by erosion. However, I was able to reexamine some of the skeletal
remains from the Curlee site, which helped to add more information.

7

Table 1: Locations of Archaeological Collections.
Site Name

Collection Location/Status
Lost

Bear Point
skeletal remains were not collected
Hickory Ridge
Gulf Islands National Naval Live Oaks Reservation Museum
Navy Liveoak
Reservation
Cemetery Site
Eighteen Mile Point
on Santa Rosa
Sound

Lost

University of Georgia, Athens?
Cemochechobee
Aucilla Shores 10
Bunker Cutoff
Cemetery Near
Point Washington
Cemetery on
Hogtown Bayou
Chambless
Chattahoochee
River #1
Chipola Cutoff
Cool Branch Site
Cool Spring Mound
Corbin-Tucker Site
Curlee Site
Etowah
Fort Walton Temple
Mound
Gary’s Fish Pond
Johnson
Jolly Bay
Kenslinger-Sellars
Lake Jackson
Mound
Marsh Island
Moundville
Rood's Landing
Snow Beach
Spiro
St. Mark’s Lookout
Tower
The Last Caw
Mound
Waddell's Mill Pond
Site
Winewood
Yon Mound and
Village

Undetermined
Lost
Lost
Lost
Florida’s Bureau of Archaeological Research
Florida Natural Museum of History?
Lost
Smithsonian Institution Center Suitland, Maryland
Lost
University of South Florida
Florida’s Bureau of Archaeological Research and University South
Florida
University of West Georgia
Florida’s Bureau of Archaeological Research
Smithsonian Institution Center Suitland, Maryland
Florida’s Bureau of Archaeological Research
Undetermined
Undetermined
Florida’s Bureau of Archaeological Research
Lost
Laboratory for Human Osteology at the University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa
Smithsonian Institution Center Suitland, Maryland
Florida’s Bureau of Archaeological Research
Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of Natural History
Undetermined
Florida’s Bureau of Archaeological Research
Florida’s Bureau of Archaeological Research
Florida’s Bureau of Archaeological Research
Florida’s Bureau of Archaeological Research and University South
Florida

8

I began this project for a bioarchaeology class I was taking with Dr. Erin
Kimmerle in the fall of 2006. Dr. Nancy White, my advisor, needed someone to
reexamine the human skeletal remains from the Curlee Site (8Ja7), before the all of the
artifacts and bones were returned from the Cleveland Museum of Natural History to the
Bureau of Archaeological Research Collections in Tallahassee. I compiled an inventory
of all skeletal remains and when possible estimated sex, age, and pathology. The project
then expanded into a compilation and comparison of all known Fort Walton burials.

9

CHAPTER 2
REEXAMINATION OF SKELETAL REMAINS FROM THE CURLEE SITE
Background
The Curlee Site (8Ja7) is an early Fort Walton cemetery and village along the
upper Apalachicola River (White 1982). Radiocarbon dating yielded a date of 760± 50
B.P. (DIC-1048), with a calibrated date range of A.D. 1216-1272 (2σ). The cemetery
was destroyed but it did have several Mississippian primary burials. Construction of a
dam along the river caused the erosion of much of the site. All of the bones were
collected from the surface since they had washed out of their original graves as the site
eroded away on the riverbank. In addition, grave goods were also collected, but it is not
possible to know which artifacts were associated with skeletal remains. Many of the
recovered skeletal remains from the site were collected by a resident of the area, Coleman
Bevis, who allowed his collection to be studied. Other residents also had collections that
were recorded. Excavations were conducted in 1974 and 1975 by Case Western Reserve
University (CWRU), in 1978 the Cleveland Museum of Natural History (CMNH), and
White (1982) reported the results.
Stephanie Belovich (1982:340-345), a student at the time, conducted the original
analysis of the skeletal remains uncovered by archaeologists, from CWRU and CMNH,
and from Bevis’s private collection. Both collections were poorly preserved due to
erosion from soil abrasion and water to the periosteal surfaces, as well as root growth and
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rodent burrows. As a result, the analysis was constrained to taking an inventory,
estimating age and analyzing paleopathology.
Osteology
According to the report by Belovich (1982), metric analysis and sex estimation
were not possible because of the fragmentary nature of the remains. However, my study
shows that even with these conditions it is possible to do some metric analysis and sex
estimation. Belovich based her age estimations on dental eruption and epiphyseal fusion.
She determined the minimum number of individuals is twelve: four infants (0-3 years),
two children (4-16 years), and six adults (25+ years). She observed four categories of
pathological lesions: developmental, degenerative, infectious, and traumatic. Observed
pathology consisted of dental caries, abscesses, occlusal wear, osteophytosis, periostitis,
and one case of trauma on a cranium. However, most bones were free of any pathology
(Belovich 1982). Belovich did not examine the the Ingram collection in Chattahoochee,
which contained some human remains from the Curlee site (White 1982:333). In this
collection there were two or three skulls with moderate lambdoidal flattening and some
longbones that exhibited evidence of trauma.
The dental pathology and occlusal wear is not unexpected for people who were
farming maize in a sandy area. The consumption of large amounts of carbohydrates can
lead to caries. And it is highly probable that sand and grit would get into the food and
ultimately damage teeth. However, the unexpected large number of infants and children
found might suggest that “social statuses may have been ascribed from birth as well as
achieved during life, a condition to be expected in a chiefdom with hereditary ranks or
status,” if these were high-status burials in the Curlee site cemetery (White 1982:131). It
11

is important to note that it is not possible to determine the social status of infants and
children based on this data due to the small sample size.
Materials and Methods
The skeletal remains and the rest of the cultural materials from the Curlee Site
were curated at the CMNH for approximately 30 years. In 2005, the museum decided to
return the materials to Florida since the artifacts were recovered from state land. Dr.
White transported the boxes from Ohio and was granted permission to study the artifacts
and bones at USF before returning them to the collections in Tallahassee. This analysis
was conducted on a very small portion of the 382 teeth and bones that Belovich
examined. To be exact, there are only ten different human bones and teeth (15 fragments
total) in the box labeled human bones among the ten boxes of materials from CMNH
which were temporarily housed at USF from the Curlee Site (Table 2 and Figures 2-11).
However, among the other bags of artifacts excavated and recovered from the surface by
CMNH operations were seven different bones (14 fragments total) that are probably
human, but it is not definite because the fragments are so small and badly worn (Table 3
and Figures 12-18). The rest of the bones examined by Belovich must have been
returned to the collector or lost during curation for 30 years.
For my osteological analysis, I followed the anthropological protocol, according
to “Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal Remains,” for metric
measurements, description of morphology, estimating sex and age, and identifying
pathology when possible (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994). Byers’s (2005) stature equation
was utilized for the ulna. Inventory was taken for all of the bones and teeth. A maxillary
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suture closure form was also completed to estimate the age for the palate (Mann et al.
1987; Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994).
Table 2: Human Bones from Curlee Site in CMNH Collections to be Returned to
Florida DHR BAR Collections.
MNI
1 adult,
1 subadult
Subadult 1
(5-7 yrs)
(5-7 yrs)

Catalogue
No.

Bone

Side

Segment

Completeness

Wt
(g)

Ct

71-A-50

Ilium

L

--

2

47.1

1

Excavation
Curation
Damage
--

71-A-108

Tooth-2nd
Incisor

L

--

1

0.4

1

--

Adult 1
(30+ yrs)
(20-40 yrs)

71-A-41
Ilium

L

--

3

4.9

1

Ulna
Vertebra
Lumbar

R

P1/3

1

28.9

5

L

B

3

1.7

1

(20-40 yrs)

--

71-A-70 A
71-A-70
B

present
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Figure 2: Left Ilium (71-A-41) from the Curlee Site.

Figure 3: Right Parietal (71-A-187) from the Curlee Site.
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Figure 4: Right Parietal (71-A-220) from the Curlee Site.

Figure 5: Left Ilium (71-A-50) from the Curlee Site.
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Figure 6: Palate (71-A-240) from the Curlee Site.

Figure 7: Right 2nd Premolar (71-A-45) from the Curlee Site.
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Figure 8: Left 2nd Incisor (71-A-108) from the Curlee Site.

Figure 9: Cervical Vertebra (71-A-44) from the Curlee Site.
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Figure 10: Right Ulna (71-A-70) A from the Curlee Site.

Figure 11: Left Lumbar Vertebra (71-A-70) B from the Curlee Site.
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Table 3: Probable Human Bones from Curlee Site from the Curlee Site.
Catalogue
Number
71-A-11
71-A-13
71-A-14
71-A-16
71-A-17
71-A-132
71-A-200

Bone
ulna
radius
vertebra
cranium
cranium
cranium
femur

Completeness
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Weight(g)
0.4
2.6
0.6
3.5
0.4
5.0
15.4

Count
1
1
2
1
1
5
3

Figure 12: Proximal End of the Ulna (71-A-11) from the Curlee Site.

Figure 13: Radius (71-A-13) from the Curlee Site.
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Figure 14: Cranial Fragments (71-A-14) from the Curlee Site.

Figure 15: Articular Surface of Thoracic Vertebra (71-A-16) from the Curlee Site.
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Figure 16: Cranial Fragment (71-A-17) from the Curlee Site.

Figure 17: Cranial Fragments (71-A-132) from the Curlee Site.
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Figure 18: Femoral Head (71-A-200) from the Curlee Site.

Results
Table 2 is the inventory of all the known human bones. All the bones have a tan
color all over the surface, with traces of dirt, providing evidence of burial. As Belovich
(1982) stated, the bones are poorly preserved and greatly fragmented. It is obvious that
all of the bones have been exposed to the elements because of the degree of weathering
on all of the bones caused by natural processes. Almost all damage was postmortem,
probably due to the abrasive forces of soil and water, and root growth as they washed out
of the cemetery. However, there is some modern damage: excavation or curation damage
with several of the bones (Table 2). Yuellig (2007:84) notes that ceramics from the
Curlee site were used for educational purposes at CMNH; it is possible that the bones
were used the same way and damaged in the process. There is no evidence of any animal
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tooth marks, postmortem rituals, or cranial deformation. Sex was indeterminate for all of
the remains.
Figure 2 shows a left ilium with about a third of the acetabulum present. The
bone cortex is eroded and cancellous bone is exposed on most of it, with some porosity
on the cortex, resulting from the natural aging process (30+ years).
Figure 3 depicts a fairly complete right parietal with evidence of surface change
caused by plant roots. The outer surface of the bone is differentially weathered due to
natural processes; there are no overt pathological attributes. It is from an adult, based on
the size and morphology; however, it is not possible to give a narrow age range.
A small fragment of a right parietal is specimen number 71-A-220 (Figure 4), but
the size and morphology indicate that it is not a part of the individual represented by
specimen 71-A-187, but is from an adult.
The large fragment of a left ilium (Figure 5) consists of two pieces that have been
glued together. The acetabulum and auricular surface have been heavily weathered. It
has a height of 84 mm and width of 103 mm. I estimate that the ilium is from a subadult
5 ± 2 years, based on the size and morphology and the lack of fusion of the acetabulum.
The adult palate (Figure 6) has extensive traces of surface change caused by plant
roots. The incisors are missing for an unknown reason. The canines and premolars were
lost postmortem and the first and second molars were lost antemortem.
However, 71-A-45, a permanent, right, second maxillary premolar (Figure 7),
seems to articulate with the palate. Most likely these two do go together because the
palate had lost the first molars antemortem. There are no caries, calculus, or hypoplasia,
but there is a significant amount of attrition to the occlusal surface. The mesial/distal
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diameter is 6.3 mm and buccal/lingual diameter is 8.2 mm. In addition, there is a large
amount of wear on the side where the molar should have been, suggesting that the molar
was missing antemortem and that this individual used this tooth while in the mouth as a
tool for unknown purpose.
Furthermore, the sockets for the right second molar shows evidence for
remodeling. Table 4 is the maxillary suture closure form that shows the amount of
closure for each of the sutures. Only the incisive, intermaxillary, and interpalatine
sutures were present, but all were completely closed. Based on these results, I estimate
that this individual was 35+ years old.
Table 4: Age Estimation of 71-A-240 from Curlee Site.
Final Age Estimation:
25-50+yr.
Suture Closure
Incisive Suture (IN) *20-25 yr.
Intermaxillary Suture (AMP) *50+
yr.
Palatomaxillary Suture (TP)
Medial *40+ yr. Lateral *35+ yr.
Interpalatine Suture (PMP)
*25-30 yr.
Greater Palatine Foramen
Suture *30-85 yr.

Amount of Closure
(0-3)

3
3

Age
(years)
20-25
50+

NA

3

25-30

NA

*Approximate Age of Complete Closure
Adult Age Determination: Maxillary Suture Closure (Mann et al 1987, Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994)

Figure 8 shows a deciduous, left, second maxillary incisor. The mesial/distal
diameter is 6.2 mm and buccal/lingual is 5.5 mm. This tooth has pits from caries on the
mesial surface. There is quite a bit of wear on the occlusal surface of the tooth as well.
The root is 3/4 formed, which corresponds to the average age for a female of 6.4 and 7.4
for a male; however the sex could not be estimated.
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Figure 9 depicts a cervical vertebra, either the fifth or sixth. It is from an adult
but the sex could not be estimated.
Only the proximal 2/3 of the right ulna (Figure 10) is present and it is broken into
two main pieces and three small pieces. It is estimated to be from a young adult 20-40
years old because there is no osteoarthritis. The muscle attachments indicate robustness.
The anteroposterior diameter is 153 mm, mediolateral diameter is 12.6 mm, and proximal
breadth 20.6 mm. Because the ulna was not complete, an exact measurement of the
maximum length is not possible; but, estimation is possible when compared to an ulna
with a similar proximal 2/3. Using a similar ulna, the maximum length is approximately
228.5 mm. Using Byers’s stature equation for white females, this person was 1.5 to 1.6
meters or about 5 foot to 5 foot 3 inches tall.
Figure 11 represents a left piece of the interior articular surface of a lumbar
vertebra. It has no signs of osteoporosis, so this is probably a young adult (20-40 years).
Summary
Based on these data, the minimum number of individuals represented by the
human bones from the Curlee site in the CMNH collection are one adult—20 + years of
age and one subadult 5-7 years old. The adult (20-40 years of age) was short (5’ to 5’3”)
by modern standards based on the ulna, but was strong. The only apparent health
problem appears to have been dental, possibly from a gritty diet high in carbohydrates
from maize. These results complement Belovich’s (1982) study of the entire collection,
in which she stated that the remains indicated that this population was healthy, but there
were some issues, mainly dental caries.
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These graves were probably accompanied by grave goods, though there is no
definitive proof that artifacts were in the same context of the burials because all of the
human remains from the Bevis collection had been removed by amateurs, and by the time
excavations conducted by CWRU and CMNH took place, the skeletal remains had been
eroded and exposed on the surface, along with the artifacts. However, a summary of the
different types of artifacts recovered from the site is necessary to gain a better
understanding of people that occupied this village. Numerous ceramic vessels and
fragments were recovered from the disturbed central part of the site where the burials
were located. The ceramics were mostly of the Fort Walton Series, though there were
some possible Late Woodland and Pensacola, including Fort Walton Incised, Marsh
Island Incised, Washington Point Incised, Cool Branch Incised, Lake Jackson Plain and
Incised, Wakulla Check-Stamped, Pensacola Plain and Incised (White 1982:110-111).
Other artifacts discovered include many ceramic disks and clay daub. Collectors over the
years found two clay elbow pipes and three greenstone celts. The excavations yielded
very few chipped-stone tools (four Pinellas or Madison points, one biface, one uniface,
and some chert cores and flakes) (White 1982:116-125). Greenstone celts are high-status
items and may have been part of elite burials. At some other Fort Walton sites, highstatus individuals were buried with greenstone celts and additional exotic items. To
determine burial patterns, all of the Fort Walton burials must be examined and compared,
for both elite and lower-class burials alike, though apparently few of the latter exist, as
judged by the presence or absence of valuable mortuary offerings.
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CHAPTER 3
FORT WALTON BURIAL DATA
Introduction
In addition to the Curlee Site, I have identified all of the known Fort Walton
burial sites to resolve how Fort Walton peoples cared for their deceased. All of these
sites are in Florida, though this does not mean there are not more burials in Alabama and
Georgia which have been poorly documented. Unfortunately, not all of the skeletal
remains from these sites have been analyzed or properly reported. In addition, the
analyses of these sites were hindered in several cases due to the poor preservation of the
bones caused by natural processes and looting. Most of the sites definitely contain
burials that are Fort Walton; however, due to the problems with analysis, reporting and
preservation, there are some cases which cultural affiliation of burials cannot be clearly
shown to be from the Fort Walton component at the site.
Willey (1949:456) was the first to note that the burial practices among the Fort
Walton culture are inconsistent, unlike those from the Woodland period, Santa RosaSwift Creek or Weeden Island, although he did not study the burial practices in detail.
He remarks that burials were known to be found in cemeteries, temple mounds and
burials mounds, and that some of these burials were placed in earlier mounds from the
Weeden Island period. However, it is crucial to compile all of the burial data to look for
possible patterns, not simply to mention the burial types of a few known burials as Willey
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did. This is especially important when considering that Willey combined Fort Walton
and Pensacola sites and these two cultures are now differentiated.
Therefore, I combed the literature for all published sources on Fort Walton
burials, as well as some unpublished sources, and utilized the FMSF for sites that had
little to no known published data. I compiled all of the available data and attempted to
ascertain any patterns in the burial customs. I separated the mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola
burial sites near the Choctawhatchee Bay from the classic Fort Walton sites for
comparison purposes and present the data in a different section. The mixed sites contain
both Fort Walton and Pensacola ceramics only around the Choctawhatchee Bay, where
Fort Walton and Pensacola cultures overlap in space. There are a total of 22 Fort Walton
burial sites; 15 of which are classic Fort Walton and 7 are mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola.
The sites are presented in alphabetic order by county and then numerically by site number
(Table 5). All of the burial sites are shown on Figure 19.
Table 5: Classic Fort Walton and Mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola Burial Sites.

Site No.
8By194
8Ca142
8Fr19
8Gu5
8Ja7
8Ja8/J-5
8Ja65
8Je622
8Je977
8Le1
8Le164
8Li2
8Wa1
8Wa15
8Wa52

Classic Fort Walton
Site Name
Kenslinger-Sellars
Corbin-Tucker Site
Cool Spring Mound
Chipola Cutoff
Curlee Site
Chattahoochee River #1
Waddell's Mill Pond Site
Aucilla Shores 10
The Last Caw Mound
Lake Jackson Mound
Winewood
Yon Mound and Village
Marsh Island
St. Mark’s Lookout Tower
Snow Beach

Mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola
Site
Site Name
No.
8Ok6
Fort Walton Temple Mound
8Ok35
Chambless
8Wl9
Cemetery on Hogtown Bayou
8Wl15
Jolly Bay
8Wl16 Cemetery Near Point Washington
8Wl21
Bunker Cutoff
8Wl30
Johnson
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Figure 19: Map of Fort Walton, Pensacola, and Rood Burial Site Locations.

Classic Fort Walton Burial Sites
8By194/Kenslinger-Sellars
The only available information about Kenslinger-Sellars is on file with the FMSF.
Haisten and Haisten (1983) did not provide much detailed information about the burial,
such as sex, age, interment type, and orientation. Table 6 summarizes the available
mortuary data. This site consists of a small burial mound which was reported as
culturally affiliated with Swift Creek, Weeden Island, and Fort Walton cultures. The
excavation yielded a broken projectile point, a thick piece of mica, three celts, 15 whole
pots, 10 partial pots and 3000 potsherds, and two shell drinking cups. However, the
FMSF did not state the cultural affiliations of these ceramics. There was one burial
which consisted of a skull only. The recorder of the form was not present when the
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cranium was removed, but the man who removed it claimed that there was a conch shell
lodged in the cranium. Also there were about 20 broken bones recovered among
complicated stamped (Swift Creek) and plain sherds. Weeden Island ceramics were
found with “kill” holes and sheet mica was found with bundle burials (Haisten and
Haisten 1983). It is unclear if any of these burials are Fort Walton due to the lack of
information about the plain sherd associated with the 20 broken bones and the lack of
context with the skull.
Table 6: Kenslinger-Sellars Mortuary Data (Haisten and Haisten 1983).
Burial Type
skull-only
20 fragmented bones
unknown number of bundle burials

Artifacts
conch shell
Swift Creek sherds
Weeden Island sherds and sheet mica

8Ca142/Corbin-Tucker Site
Corbin-Tucker site is a Fort Walton village which contains a cemetery. It was
test-excavated by USF in 1988 and 1990. The type of mortuary artifacts indicates that
Corbin-Tucker Site is a high-status cemetery, including greenstone celts, six-pointed
vessels, a large shell cup, and copper disks (White 1994:196). The highest status
individual was buried with a celt under the chin and a copper disk on the forehead, and a
second celt was found with a cluster of teeth from a subadult (White 1994:171 and 191).
Elan Marsh, with the help of Dr. Erin Kimmerle and two of her graduate students,
Cristina Echazabal and Rafael Guerra, reexamined the skeletal remains from the site for
Marsh’s undergraduate honors thesis. She concluded that the previous assessment of the
remains was correct and added more information. The minimum number of individuals
represented in this cemetery is twelve, of which there are at least four adults and one
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subadult. The remains of 6 individuals are associated with a Busycon shell cup and a
ceramic mushroom-shaped object, probably utilized to smooth pottery, and a second
greenstone celt. Long bone fragments from one individual, interred with the shell cup,
were AMS-dated to A.D. 380 ± 40 (Beta-217850) with a calibrated date range of A.D.
1440-1640 (2σ). An adult female, lying on her right side facing north was buried with a
foot-long, five-pound greenstone celt under her chin and a copper disk on her forehead.
Teeth of at least 4 other individuals were associated with her, including a canine from a
child between 3-10 years old near her cranium. Fort Walton series ceramics, including
those from a six-pointed bowl, accompanied these burials. A second AMS date of A.D.
180 ± 40 (Beta-213055) with a calibrated date range of A.D. 1650-1880 (2σ) produced
from a different long bone, indicates the cemetery, not to mention Fort Walton culture,
continued into the Mission and possibly post-mission period (Du Vernay et al 2007;
Marsh 2006:22). Table 7 summarizes the limited data for the Corbin-Tucker site.
Table 7: Corbin-Tucker Mortuary Data (White 1994; Du Vernay et al. 2007; Marsh
2006).
MNI
12

Age
4 adults

Sex
1 female,
3 unknown

3-10 yrs

?

Artifacts
greenstone celts, copper disk, FW
ceramics—6 pt bowl, Busycon shell
cup, ceramic tool

8Fr19/Cool Spring Mound
This burial mound was originally excavated by Moore (1902:216), who did not
provide much detailed information; such is the case with many of the sites he excavated.
At the base of the mound and two or three feet above it, Moore (1902:216) discovered
burials “consisting of trunks of skeletons extended on the back with thighs and legs
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sometimes drawn up against the body or drawn up at right angles to the trunk, or
extended laterally.” The only artifacts accompanying the graves are a piece of mica and a
chert lance-head. Moore does not give the number of these flexed and extended burials
nor does he give much of a description of the artifacts, which hinders cultural time period
assessment (Table 8). The reason this site is included in this thesis is its proximity to the
Fort Walton part of the Pierce site, 8Fr14, which has a temple mound approximately 350
meters west of Cool Spring Mound.
Table 8: Cool Spring Mound Burial Data (Moore 1902).
Burial Type
flexed and extended

Artifacts
mica and chert lance-head

8Gu5/Chipola Cutoff
Moore (1903:446-466) excavated 42 burials from the mound at Chipola Cutoff.
Unfortunately he only discusses seven of 42 the burials (Table 9). The interment types
included flexed, bundle, bowl-over skull, and skull-only burials. Cranial deformation
was not observed. There were numerous artifacts with these burials including several
earthenware vessels (one inverted over a skull), shell chisels, shell beads, hematite, celts,
2 hones, chert flakes, 1 glass bead, bone awls, fish hooks, brass disks, shell hair pins, and
columellae. The ceramic types included Fort Walton Incised, Point Washington Incised,
Lake Jackson Plain, St. Petersburg Incised, Pensacola Incised, Weeden Island Incised,
Weeden Island Plain, and Swift Creek Complicated Stamped; however, the majority of
the vessels are from the Fort Walton Series (Willey 1949:254-256).
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Table 9: Burial Data from Chipola Cutoff (Moore 1903).
Burial
No.
15

Burial Type

Artifacts

bundle

19

few fragments of bone in a pit

25
30
32
41
42

few bones
2 skulls
few bones
bundle in a pit
child skull

2 columellae, 2 shell hair pins, mussel shells,
1 celt, shell beads, 2 shell chisels, 2 shell
gouges, 4 deer bones, and bone fish hook
2 pots, disk of sheet-brass, and 3 glass
beads
shell beads and celt
Busycon shell
circular sheet-brass ornament
1 Pt Washington Inc. pot, 1 unknown pot
undecorated disk sheet-brass

Based on the ceramic types, there must be a Woodland component as well as Fort
Walton in this mound. In addition, the one vessel Moore (1903) recorded as being
immediately over a skull is similar to the protohistoric/early historic “Burial Urn” or
Alabama River Phase to the west, dated to circa A.D. 1500-1700 (Sheldon 1974; Walthal
1980:257-62; Curren 1984). Furthermore, the glass beads and sheet-brass disks date the
Fort Walton component of the site to post-contact. The brass disks were Spanish artifacts
that had been traded with the natives and were worn as neck/chest ornaments (White
2004). Waselkov (1989:124) classifies the brass disk from burial 19 as a variety that
dates to approximately A.D. 1630-1700.
8Ja8/J-5/Chattahoochee River #1
In 1953, Ripley Bullen excavated this Fort Walton village and uncovered two
burials. Both individuals had been placed in separate pits (Table 10). The first burial
contained cranial fragments and seven plain Fort Walton sherds. The second was a
bundle burial that included the cranium and long bones, along with a deer tooth, two
chert flakes, charcoal, six Fort Walton Incised and 22 plain Fort Walton sherds. Both
individuals were adolescents, probably in their late teens (Bullen 1958:345). Radiocarbon
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dating from a charcoal sample uncovered from the Fort Walton occupation at this site,
yielded a date of A.D. 1400 ± 200 years (M-392). The calibrated date range of A.D.
1317 to 1467 (2σ) clearly places this occupation in the middle to late Fort Walton,
possibly even post-contact (Marrinan and White 2007).
Table 10: Chattahoochee River #1 Burial Data (Bullen 1958).
Burial Type
skull-only
bundle

Age
adolescent
adolescent

Artifacts
7 plain FW sherds
deer tooth, 2 chert flakes, charcoal, 6 FW
Incised and 22 plain FW sherds

8Ja65/Waddell's Mill Pond Site
This is a Fort Walton site that has two mounds, a possible palisaded village, and
cave. There is also a large Middle Woodland (Swift-Creek-Early Weeden Island)
component. Only one burial was located in a midden in a cave. It was primary and semiflexed. It was identified as the remains of an adolescent female. There was evidence of
occipital flattening. The burial was laid on the right side with the cranium oriented to the
west. No artifacts were associated with this burial (Gardner 1966:55-56). Tesar is
currently working on compiling a report on B. Calvin Jones’s 1973-74 investigation.
There are at least two more burials that are clearly Fort Walton. Burials 1 and 2 are both
extended adults excavated from a mound. Burial 1 had no burial goods, but Burial 2 was
interred with shell beads around the cranium. Burials 1 and 2 were in grave pits that had
been laid on a palette on top of logs on the bottom of the pit (Tesar 2008). All of the
burial data are summarized in Table 11.
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Table 11: Waddell’s Mill Pond Site Burial Data (Gardner 1966; Tesar 2008).
Burial
Type
semiflexed
extended
extended

Age

Sex

Cranial Modification

Artifacts

adolescent

female

present

none

adult
adult

?
?

absent
absent

none
shell
beads

8Je622/Aucilla Shores 10
The FMSF is the only source of information that could be found for this site.
Jones mentions on the site form that there was an unpublished document written by D.L.
von Burger in 1986 titled, The Aucilla River Survey; however, I was unable to locate this
document. Aucilla Shores 10 site functioned as a campsite, farmstead, and extractive
site. The only other information given about Aucilla Shores 10 is that there were Fort
Walton bundle burials, and the artifacts included lithics and Lake Jackson and Fort
Walton pottery (Table 12) (Jones 1989).
Table 12: Aucilla Shores 10 Burial Data (Jones 1989).
Burial Type
bundle

Artifacts
lithics and Lake Jackson and Fort Walton ceramics

8Je977/The Last Caw Mound
The Last Caw site is located on the western sloughs of the Wacissa River. The site
form obtained from the FMSF has very little information on this site. The Last Caw
Mound was said to have functioned probably as a “prehistoric habitation, burial site,
quarry, lithic workshop, and activity area” (Memory and Stanton 1998). The Last Caw
site does have a Fort Walton component; however, the form does not specify if the
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prehistoric burials are Fort Walton. Human remains were observed but not collected
from the burial mound and no other information was given about the burials. There were
28 artifacts, including ceramics (Deptford Plain, Deptford Bold Check Stamped, Lake
Jackson Incised, and unidentified plain sand tempered pottery), and lithic artifacts (flakes,
a scrapper, and a bifacial tool) (Memory and Stanton 1998). Table 13 lists the different
types of artifacts that were excavated.
Table 13: Last Caw Mound Artifacts (Memory and Stanton 1998).
Artifacts
Ceramics—Deptford Plain, Deptford Bold Check Stamped,
Lake Jackson Incised
Lithics—flakes, scrapper, bifacial tool

8Le1/Lake Jackson Mound
The Lake Jackson site functioned as a major ceremonial center in the Southeast.
Because of its exotic high-status grave goods in the style of the Southeastern Ceremonial
Complex (SECC), it is affiliated with other large Mississippian chiefdom centers, such as
Moundville (Alabama), Etowah (Georgia), and Spiro (Oklahoma), circa A.D. 1250-1500
(Jones 1982:21,1994:121). Lake Jackson’s ceremonial complex consisted of six mounds,
covering 66 acres. The largest mound was 25 feet high with a ramp. The mounds were
built over several hundred years, with residential occupation near by. Calvin Jones
excavated one of these mounds and discovered several layers of clay that served as floors
of successive structures built on top of the mound (Jones 1982 and 1994).
Chiefs and other elites, sacrificial victims, and trophy skulls were interred in
Mound 3 at the Lake Jackson site. The tombs of 24 individuals were found in the floors
of the structure (Table 14). Most of the skeletal remains were from young to middle-age
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adults, but there was at least one child interred and also a dog burial (Jones 1982:10-11,
14). All of the interments were single burials, which greatly varied in orientation and
position, from upper and lower floor levels. Five of the nine lower-level burials were
oriented northwest, two were northeast, and two were southeast. Nine of the 12 upperfloor level burials were oriented southwest, two were northwest, and one was northeast.
For the lower levels, five were extended and four were either flexed or semi-flexed. But
for the upper levels, only four were extended and six were semi-flexed or flexed, mostly
on the left side or back (Jones 1982:11).
Table 14: Lake Jackson Mortuary Data (Jones 1982 and 1994).
Interment
Type
extended,
flexed, semiflexed,
wooden litter

Age

Sex

Orientation

Artifacts

mostly
youngmiddle age
adults, 1
child

mostly
males, 2
females,
and 1
possible
female

northeast,
northwest,
southeast,
southwest,

fabrics, textiles, copper
plates, galena, mica,
steatite, graphite,
anthracite, and
greenstone, shell
necklaces, pearls, shark
teeth, pottery, bone
hairpins, pipes, red ocher

The oval or rectangular pits were six feet deep, covered by split logs. Fragments
of woven mats, cloth, and leather clothing were preserved because of the presence of
copper. One individual was buried with a wooden litter. These elites were covered with
a layer of clothing and another layer of woven mats, and a final layer of leather. Copper
plates were wrapped in cloth and then placed on top of the covered body. Other opulent
artifacts accompanied these burials, made of raw materials such as galena, mica, steatite,
graphite, anthracite, and greenstone, none of which are native to Florida. Other native
objects that affirm the prestige and wealth of these individuals are shell necklaces, pearl
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beads, shark teeth, bone hairpins, and pottery. Artifacts discovered in Mound 3 included
T-shaped steatite pipes, fired-clay elbow pipes, a clay lizard effigy pipe, a limestone
bowl, a paint palette with red ochre, a shark jaw knife, and stone axes (Jones 1982:11-13,
1994:128-139).
Copper is rare at Fort Walton sites; however, extravagant copper artifacts were
unearthed at Lake Jackson. The most resplendent copper artifacts are four sheet copper
repoussé plates found in association with three different burials from Mound 3. Two
plates decorated with bird-dancers were discovered in two different graves. The other two
were found in a grave stacked together: one was decorated with a bird-dancer and the
other a falcon, both were stylistically similar to designs on plates from Etowah and Spiro.
Other copper artifacts were excavated such as other plates of different forms (oval,
circular edge-embossed, five-edged embossed, etc.), headdress spangles, hair ornaments,
and pendants. The copper breastplates recovered from Mound 3 were carved to represent
dancers in bird costumes, who were either revered ancestors or supernatural beings. It is
possible that these copper plates were produced in specialized workshops from sites to
the north and were traded with the elite Fort Walton people (Jones 1982:15-18, 1994:128130).
The burial patterns at Lake Jackson are uncommon for a Mississippian culture so
they must represent the most elite people. Two of the individuals who are buried with
copper breastplates are definitely older females. Storey (2005) identified the third
individual as male, but states that Hutchison and Larsen classified it as female. One
female was interred with a copper plate of a dancer wearing moccasins, a beaded belt, an
apron, a shell necklace, and a feathered cape. The dancer carries a mace, as a symbol of
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authority, and a severed head (Marrinan and White 2007:309). The figure resembles the
Long-Nosed God found frequently in Mississippian artwork in the Southeast. One of the
other copper plates represents an elder-bird person, which might have been a worshiped
ancestor. He or she is wearing a feather headdress and the wings of the cloak are closed.
The third “probable” female was buried with a breastplate depicting a raptor, usually only
identified with men. It is interesting to note that all of the breastplates were probably
heirlooms, suggested by the obvious mending. It is possible that these symbols of
leadership were retired after death of the leader (Marrinan and White 2007:309).
8Le164/Winewood
Located in the Tallahassee area, Winewood is a small outlying village that is
thought to have served the ceremonial site of Lafayette Mound, about four miles away.
Eight of eleven observed features were either partially or fully excavated, some of which
contained burials (Jones and Penman 1973:67). All of the burials from this site were
poorly preserved due to the acidic soil (Table 15).
Two burials were a part of Feature 2 that was also utilized as a fire and trash pit.
The remains were of two adults side by side, semi-flexed, and oriented to the northeast.
No artifacts were observed with these burials, although they were not fully excavated.
Feature 3 was a trash and fire pit, which contained a small human cranial fragment found
in association with a cache of Fort Walton vessels, including Lake Jackson Incised, Fort
Walton Incised, and Safety Harbor Incised. Feature 4 was yet another trash pit that
contained a burial. The fragmentary remains of a human tibia from either a juvenile or
adult were found in association with a Lake Jackson Incised bowl, a clay elbow pipe, 59
sherds, and one chert spall (Jones and Penman 1973:69). Features 5-7 were partially39

excavated extended burial pits. Not much information was provided in the report other
than that no burial goods were observed with these three burials (Jones and Penman
1973:72). Jones and Penman (1973:86) concluded by suggesting that Features 2-4 had
been used prior to burial for trash dumping and cooking. However, they also make the
argument that in Feature 2 and 3 the placement of the charcoal lenses could also be
caused by raking ashes by the interment or ceremonial fires. Due to the absence of such
lenses in Feature 5-7, Jones and Penman (1973:86) assert that pervious cooking and trash
is more realistic. However, this site has no radiocarbon dates and there is a possibility
that some or all of the burials were from the Mission period and intruded upon or
continued a post-contact Fort Walton occupation. The reason for considering them as
possible mission burials is that they are laid out in parallel rows similar to burials in
church cemeteries (Marrinan and White 2007:308).
Table 15: Burial Data from Winewood (Jones and Penman 1973).
Feature
No.
2
3

Burial Type

Age

Orientation

Artifacts

semi-flexed
cranial
fragment

2 adults
?

northeast
?

none
cache FW vessels

juvenile or
adult

?

?

?

Lake Jackson
Incised bowl, elbow
pipe, 1 chert spall
none

4
5-7

extended

8Li2/Yon Mound and Village
Moore (1903:473) was the first to excavate this site and found burials at the top
and base of the mound. Regrettably, Moore did not provide the number of burials or any
other details about them. In 1995, the USF crew also found the remains of an extended
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adult burial in the platform mound’s lower slope (Table 16). A greenstone celt was found
inside the arm of the skeleton, and another greenstone celt was found directly above this
burial although it is one stratum above it and appears to have been thrown onto the top of
the burial pit (White 1996:12-13). Charcoal was found in association with this burial. A
curved line of charcoal ran along the left side of the skeletal remains; it could represent
the remains of a wooden artifact or fabric. Two AMS dates were obtained on this
charcoal: 990 ± 60 B.P. (Beta-91164), with a range from A.D. 1010-1225; and 930 ± 50
B.P. (Beta-91165) with a calibrated date range of A.D. 970-1195. Charcoal from the
lowest stratum of the mound was dated to 820 ± 50 B.P. (Beta-91844) with the calibrated
date range of A.D. 1065-1285 (White 1996:10). This date is counterintuitive because it
indicates that the building of the mound began 200 years after the burial, but the
stratigraphy clearly shows that the burial intruded into the existing mound. The given
explanation is that the charcoal from around the skeletal remains came from an heirloom
wooden artifact (Du Vernay et al. 2007).
Table 16: Yon Mound and Village Burial Data (Du Vernay et al. 2007; White 1996).
Burial Type
extended

Age
adult

Artifacts
a greenstone celt and charcoal

8Wa1/Marsh Island
Marsh Island is an oblong mound with rounded corners. There are two groups of
burials within the mound. Seven burials, some of which contain more than one skeleton,
were from the upper portion of the mound and approximately 100 burials were in the
lower portion. The burials from the upper portion are intrusive, dating to the Fort Walton
period, but the lower portion burials are Weeden Island. In these seven intrusive graves,
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five contained more than one individual (Table 17). The interment type represented was
secondary: mass burials consisting of skulls and long bones, as well as skull-only burials
and cremation. Burial No. 91 consists of a skull buried with an infant inside an urn; in
addition, this is the only burial that contained any pottery: two Marsh Island Incised
vessels. Burial No. 104 showed signs of partial calcination of bones, indicating the
possibility of cremation. The only native artifacts were shell pins, shell beads, and
pottery vessels. The majority of the other artifacts were of European origin: tubular glass
beads, sleigh bells, scissors, iron tools or weapons, glass beads, and brass bracelets,
showing this to be a post-contact, even mission-period site. There was a single discodial
stone with two concave sides that was not in association with any particular burial, but
was found in the upper portion where the Fort Walton burials were located. It is
interesting to note that most of the crania had fronto-occipital deformation (Moore 1902:
274-281; Willey 1949:286-288).
Table 17: Burial Data from Marsh Island (Moore 1902; Willey 1949).
Burial
No.
61
70

85
91
92

104

105

Interment Type

Artifacts

Cranial Deformation

skull only
4 skulls and long
bones

unknown
scissors, iron and steel tools or
weapons, glass beads, 1 shell
bead, 1 copper or brass sleigh
bell, and 11 tubular brass
beads
1 glass bead

present
undetermined, badly
crushed

2 Marsh Island Incised vessels

absent

iron and steel articles

6 present, 1
undetermined, badly
crushed
1 present and 2
undetermined, badly
crushed
6 present,
5 undetermined,
badly crushed

7 skulls and 18 femurs
and other bones
1 skull and urn with
infant
7 skulls and other
bones
some burnt and
calcined bones,
cremation
11 skulls and other
bones

none

3 copper or brass sleigh bells,
iron or steel artifacts, and 3
shell hair pins
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present

8Wa15/St. Mark’s Lookout Tower
The FMSF does not record for this site the number of burials or individuals
because of the destruction caused by looters. The mound at St. Marks Lookout Tower
contained a few flexed, but mostly extended burials (Table 18). Most of the burials
contained the bones of infants and children. Shell beads, pipe bowl or toy pots, and
copper ornaments were identified as being buried with children. Also, a copper ornament
was buried with an infant. Traces of red ochre were found among two of the burials.
Numerous artifacts were buried with human remains at these site including: fresh water
mussel shell, Fort Walton Incised vessels, check-stamped sherds, celts, an axe, polished
stone discoidals, an iron knife, stone pendants, copper ornaments, an incised elbow pipe,
a shell disk, worked shell, beads (glass, shell, gold, silver, and copper), unknown stone
artifacts, a Spanish trade bell, ear plugs (gold, silver, and copper), and projectile points
(Goggin 1947:273-276; FDAHRM n.d.). Griffin (1947:183) mentions an unpublished
manuscript describing the earlier excavations of this site and the burials written by
William W. Kay; unfortunately, I was not able to locate this item.
Table 18: St. Mark’s Lookout Tower (Goggin 1947; FDAHRM n.d.).
Burial Type
flexed and
extended

Age
mostly infants
and children

Artifacts
beads (shell, glass, gold, silver, and copper),
shell disk, a Spanish trade bell, ear plugs (gold,
silver, and copper), projectile points, iron
knife, stone pendants, copper ornaments, a
incised elbow pipe, red ocher, stone discoidals,
an axe, celts, and FW Incised ceramics
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8Wa52/Snow Beach
Snow Beach is a conical burial mound situated on top of a large Swift Creek
midden in Wakulla County, Florida. It was originally excavated by David Phelps in 1967
and 1968 (Magoon et al. 2001). This burial mound represents historic, seventeenth
century Fort Walton people, as indicated by the presence of European artifacts.
Excavations unearthed seven burials of eight individuals (Table 19). Magoon et al.’s
(200119-20) burial analysis determined that there were at least two adult females from
the ages of 15-21 years and 40-55 years and one male age 25-35 years. Sex could not be
estimated for the remainder, but it was possible to estimate the age, except for the first
burial which had been completely looted. The only multiple interment contained the
remains of an extended adult (at least 17 years old) and disarticulated bones of a subadult
(3-5 years old). The other two single interments consisted of an adult or older subadult
and an individual age 15-21 years (Magoon et al. 2001:20). All of the burials were
primary, with 86 percent in the extended supine position and 14 percent were flexed. The
orientation also varied, with 67 percent as northwest, 17 percent southwest, and 17
percent northeast. Mortuary artifacts accompanied 43 percent of the burials (Klingle
2006:260). The presence of high-status burial goods, including copper jewelry, glass
beads, and red ocher, indicates that this was an elite group. The presence of glass beads
is also important, again because it indicates the persistence of Fort Walton culture after
European contact. Furthermore, fronto-occipital cranial deformation was observed in all
of the crania (Magoon et al. 2001:19-20).
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Table 19: Snow Beach Mortuary Data (Magoon et al. 2001; Klingle 2006).
No. of
Individuals
8

Burial Type

Age

Sex

Orient.

extended,
flexed,
multiple,
disarticulated

6 adults
(15-21,
40-55, 2535, 17+,
15-21)
1 subadult
(3-5)

2 females,
1 male

ne, nw,
sw

Cranial
Modification
observed in
all crania

Artifacts
copper
jewelry,
glass
beads and
red ocher

Mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola Burial Sites
The sites around the Choctawhatchee Bay are considered mixed Fort
Walton/Pensacola sites due to the blending of both cultures in the area as evidenced by
the presence of both Fort Walton-series and Pensacola-series ceramics (Figure 19). Pure
Pensacola sites are not discussed in this chapter, but in Chapter 4.
8Ok6/Fort Walton Temple Mound
One of the largest mound and village sites in northwest Florida and the most
famous is the Fort Walton Temple Mound. Ironically, the Fort Walton Temple Mound
was originally designated as the type site for Fort Walton culture. Now the site is
considered a Pensacola site because most of the ceramics are from the Pensacola-series
shell-tempered but the site is located inside of the Fort Walton area in the transitional
area around Choctawhatchee Bay.
The temple mound is a flat-topped rectangular mound. Moore (1901) was one of
the first to conduct extensive excavations at the site, and uncovered 66 burials, all of
which were intrusive into the mound, both primary (extended) and secondary burials
(skull-only and bundle burials). In addition, caches of broken pottery were discovered
not in association with burials (Moore 1901:435-454, Willey 1949:72-88). Willey (1949:
213-214) identified the illustrated ceramics from Moore’s (1901) report and classified
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them as the following types: Fort Walton Incised, Point Washington Incised, Pensacola
Incised and Plain, and Moundville Engraved. There is also one instance of St. Andrews
Complicated Stamped, which suggests an Early/Middle Woodland component. The
mixture of Pensacola and Fort Walton Series ceramics makes it difficult to handle these
mixed sites within the current definition of Fort Walton culture. Yet again, Moore (1901:
435-454) does not provide a thorough description of the burials but he does discuss the
vessels in depth, some of which were in association with burials (Table 20).
Table 20: Burial Data from Fort Walton Temple Mound (Moore 1901; Willey 1949).
Vessel
No.
1
2
4
5
6
8
9
11

14-16
19-20
21
22
24
27
28
29
31
39
41
42
44
45
46
47

Burial Type

Age

Mortuary Artifacts

unknown
Fort Walton Incised bowl over
skull
skull-only
dish over phalanges
bowl over skull
bundle burial
bowl over unknown bone
bowl over 2 skulls (adult
&adol.) & vertebrae & clavicle
(child)
3 vessels over skull

?
child

Fort Walton Incised vase
2 hair pins, projectile pt

?
?
?
?
?
adult,
adolescent,
child
infant

vessel, 5 projectile pts
Pt Washington Incised dish
Moundville Engraved bowl
Pensacola Incised bowl
Pensacola Incised bowl
Pensacola Incised bowl

fragments btw 2 bowls
unknown
bowl over skull & other bones
bowl over skull
unknown
bowl over bone fragments
bowl over bones
bowl over skull
ceramic fragments over
bones
bowl over long bones
skull only
unknown
bowl over skull
skull only
pot over skull

child
?
?
infant
?
?
infant, child
adult
infant

blackware dish, Fort Walton Incised dish,
unknown vessel
blackware dish, Fort Walton Incised bowl
4 knobbed bowl
vessel fragment
Fort Walton Incised bowl
Pensacola Incised bowl
bowl
numerous shell beads
bowl
ceramic fragments, shell beads

young adult
child
infant
infant or child
child
infant

bowl
Pensacola Incised double cup
vessel
bowl
Pensacola Incised bowl
pot w/ 2 handles, 3 mussel shells

In 1960, Fairbanks (1965) further excavated parts of the Fort Walton Temple
Mound to understand the stratigraphy and construction of the mound. Based on
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ceramics, Fairbanks (1960:243) dated this site from A.D. 1500 to 1650. The presence of
Deptford ceramics also revealed that there was an Early Woodland component to this
site. The excavation yielded 13 burials with at least 17 individuals (Table 21). Burials 1,
2, 4, and 10 were located in a pit--Feature 9. The burials appeared to be disturbed due to
the clutter of bones; however, there were a few vertebrae in anatomical order. Only one
individual was mentioned among these four burials: the skull was identified as a mature
male. The fragmentary condition of the other bones must have made it difficult to
discern sex and age. These burials contained artifacts: a miniature Pensacola Incised pot,
two shell beads, an awl, and two projectile points. Burials 3, 5, and 6 were found very
close to one another, probably buried together at the same time. Burial 3 consisted of
tibiae and fibulae probably from an adult in an extended position, but no burial goods
(Fairbanks 1965:245-246). Burial 5 contain only pelvis and leg bones from an adult,
possibly a male. There were some funerary artifacts with Burial 5 including shell beads,
worked shell, and sherds from two Pensacola Incised pots. Burial 6 was also an extended
burial of an adult buried directly below Burial 5, without grave goods. Burial 7 was close
to Burials 3, 5, and 6 but south of them. This burial contained the remains of a sevenyear-old child. The bones were scattered but it was determined that the child was
extended on the back with the legs flexed to the left. At the right shoulder, there was a
mass of resin, which could be a form of copal, incense used in Mesoamerica, or a similar
resin from the local sweetgum tree (Fairbanks 1965:247). In addition, there were over
300 shell beads and three shell pins. Burials 8 and 9 were either infants or small children
and were badly disturbed; neither of them contained any burial goods, but it was
determined that Burial 8 was flexed. Burial 11 was also of an infant without any
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artifacts. Burial 12 contained at least two individuals with at least one adult. There were
numerous artifacts interred: shell beads, a shell hair pin, worked shells, a bone needle,
awls, yellow ochre, and an Archaic projectile point. Burial 13 did not contain any
artifacts, but was composed of a few skull fragments, vertebrae, and a hand. Mostly
multiple burials were encountered during this excavation, frequently with bodies directly
on top of each other (Fairbanks 1965:248-249).
Table 21: Burial Data from Fairbanks’s (1965) Excavation at the Fort Walton
Temple Mound.
Burial
No.
1,2,4,10

Burial Type

Age

Sex

Burial Goods

multiple,
mostly disarticulated

1 mature adult

1 male

3
5

extended

1 adult
1 adult

6
7
8
9
11
12

extended
semi-flexed
flexed

13

1 mini Pensacola Incised pot, 2
shell beads, 1 awl, 2 projectile
points
none
shell beads, worked shell,
Pensacola Incised sherds
none
resin, 300 shell beads, 3 shell pins
none
none
none
shell beads, shell hair pin, worked
shell, bone needle, awls, yellow
ochre, Archaic projectile point
none

?

?

possible
male

multiple

1 adult
child
subadult
subadult
infant
at least 1 adult

?
?
?
?
?
?

?

?

?

?
?

DePauw University conducted testing in 1973 to obtain more information about
the temple mound. During the course of their testing, they uncovered an articulated
human skeleton (Table 22). The remains were extended on the back oriented northwest
to southeast, with the arms at the side and the cranium oriented to the northwest. No
burial goods were found in association with this individual. Examination of the bones
revealed that it was a female 40-50 years of age possibly with cranial deformation from
cradleboarding (Lazarus and Fornaro1975:166).
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Table 22: Skeletal Information from DePauw University’s excavation at Fort
Walton Temple Mound (Lazarus and Fornaro 1975).
Burial
Type
extended

Age

Sex

Artifacts

40-50

female

none

Cranial
Deformation
present

8Ok35/Chambless
The Chambless site is a very small cemetery, located near Choctawhatchee Bay in
Okaloosa County. This site contained 11 broken and 10 whole Fort Walton-type ceramic
vessels, projectile points, shell beads, shell hair pins, Busycon shell celts, chunky stones,
and two ear plugs. What makes this cemetery unusual is that two of the whole vessels
contained human crania; these vessels were located under a large number of pots (Adams
and Lazarus 1960). It was determined that the two crania represented two adults, one
male and one female (Table 23). Fragments from a third cranium were found in the same
context, although there were no other human bones found. The male cranium was in a
classic incised Fort Walton vessel that is grayish-black with a diamond-dot pattern and
lacks a rim collar. Adams and Lazarus (1960:112) state that the vessel that contained the
female cranium is a Pensacola Incised. Furthermore, it was noted that the female had
occipital deformation, due to the practice of cradleboarding, yet this was absent in the
male.
Table 23: Chambless Skeletal Remains (Adams and Lazarus 1960).
Burial
Type
jar
jar

Age

Sex

Artifacts

adult
adult

male
female

jar, ceramic cache
jar, ceramic cache
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Cranial
Deformation
none
present

8Wl9/Cemetery on Hogtown Bayou
Moore (1918) excavated the Cemetery on Hogtown Bayou, uncovering over 100
burials. Unfortunately, he neglected to describe all of the burials, although he did state
that the most common burial type was a bowl covering a skull only, or skull with few
other bones (Moore 1918:535-541). Willey (1949:220) states that the vessels described
by Moore are part of the Fort Walton Complex, but he was not able to specify Fort
Walton and/or Pensacola-series because the pottery was not illustrated, only described.
The presence of glass beads and a brass bell dates the site to the historic period. Table 24
below provides all the burial data Moore presented, as well as can be summarized.
Table 24: Burial Data from Cemetery on Hogtown Bayou (Moore 1918).
Burial
No.
2
3

Burial Type

Age

Grave Goods

adult
?

2 chert spearheads, celt, ceramic stopper
2 vessels

5

unknown
bowl over long bones and
teeth
unknown

?

10
17
19
33
36
39
45
47
63

bowl over skull
no bones left
unknown
bowl over bones
unknown
unknown
bundle burial, 3 skulls
bowl over skull
bowl over skull

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

67
69
91
97

unknown
skull and long bones
bowl over jar and bones
2 bowls over skull and
other bones
bowl over skull, 3 feet
from burial 97
bowl over skull
bowl under skull, under
burial 111

?
?
?
?

8 projectile points, quartz discoidal, chert and
sandstone
shell ear-plug
ceramic sherds, vessels, 6-pt platter
1 bowl, 3 pots, 2 shell beads
ceramic sherds, bowls
bowl
ceramic sherds
shell beads, metal shears, brass bell
6 pointer platter
2 copper lanceheads, glass bead, celt, 3 chert
projectile points
ceramic, glass, and shell beads
2 bottles, 2 bowls, and 1 other vessel
shell beads
bowls

?

bowl

?
?

bowl
bowl

99
111
112
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8Wl15/Jolly Bay
Moore (1901:459-465) excavated 27 burials from this mound, including skullonly, skulls and long bones, and long bones-only. Yet again, Moore does not provide
much of any other details about these burials. However, he mentions that one cranium
was found in association with a lancepoint; yet another cranium was found with five
quartzite and three jasper projectile points. Another burial was interred with a columella
shell tool (Moore 1901:459-465). Other artifacts mentioned, not in association with
burials, included a chisel, celt, and several projectile points, one of which was made of
blue quartz. In addition, there were fourteen vessels found in association with burials.
The pottery from this site is classified as Fort Walton Incised, Pensacola Incised,
Moundville Engraved, and Pensacola-series adornos (Willey 1949:224). However, it is
not known how many vessels belong to each of these classifications, since Willey only
identified seven of the 14 vessels. Table 25 summarizes the artifacts recovered from
Jolly Bay.
Table 25: Artifacts Found in Association with Burials at Jolly Bay (Moore 1901;
Willey 1949).
Artifacts
lancepoint, 5 quartzite and 3 jasper projectile points, a
collummella shell tool, 14 vessels—FW Incised,
Pensacola Incised, Moundville Engraved, Pensacolaseries adornos

8Wl16/Cemetery Near Point Washington
This site was excavated by Moore (1901), who did not provide data for all of the
burials, nor did he indicate how many burials or individuals were unearthed. Moore
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(1901:473) notes that it was not level but there were a number of irregular rises, which in
three cases contained large amounts of human bone. One of these deposits had 17 adult
crania and one subadult cranium and large number of long bones. Other deposits
included skull-only, skull-and-long-bone, and a few long-bone-only burials. There were
also numerous instances of burials found under earthenware vessels (Table 26). Nearly
all the burials without ceramic vessel coverings were in low-lying areas, and burials
covered by earthenware were typically located in the raised areas or in the depression
between them. In addition, cranial deformation caused by compression was present in
some of the individuals.
There were also caches of pottery with which there were no burials in association.
Most of the artifacts consist of pottery, though there were a piece of iron, numerous glass
beads, numerous shell beads, several undecorated shell gorgets, 11 chert pieces, two
projectile points, two glass finger-rings, two arrowhead-styled shell pendants, and one
shell and one limestone tool (Moore 1901:472-496). The majority of the ceramic vessels
were from the Fort Walton-series, though there were some from the Pensacola-series,
including Fort Walton Incised, Lake Jackson Plain, Point Washington Incised, Pensacola
Incised, Pensacola Three-line Incised, and Pensacola Plain (Willey 1949:225-226). The
European artifacts indicate this is another postcontact Fort Walton site.
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Table 26: Burials Covered by Ceramic Vessels at Cemetery Near Point Washington
(Moore 1901; Willey 1949).
Vessel
No.
6

10 and
11
12

14

17
18
21
23
25
26

27
30
31
32
33
35
37
38
40

41
42
43
46
47
48
50
51
54
55

Burial Information

Other Artifacts

star-shaped vessel inverted over skull

3 large shell
beads and 2
pebbles
none

Pensacola Three-lined Incised bottles
buried with 17 skulls and other human
bones
Pensacola Three-lined Incised bottle
near 10 and 11, beside small human
bone fragments
Pt Washington Incised bowl inverted over
adult skull, also several long bones and
11 skulls
bowl inverted over skull with clavicle and
some vertebrae
bowl inverted over adult skull
large fragment over skull
bowl inverted over skull of subadult
bowl inverted over skull of older adult
near 25, Pt Washington Incised bowl
inverted over adult skull with piece of
tibia, ulna, humerus, pelvis and mandible
under vessel 26, bowl over female skull
dipper-shaped Pt Washington Incised
vessel inverted over adult skull
dipper-shaped Pt Washington Incised
vessel inverted over adolescent skull
Pt Washington Incised bowl inverted over
fragment skull
Pt Washington Incised bowl over adult
skull in contact with 32
bowl over skull
Fort Walton Incised bowl over adult skull
bowl over skull fragment with a few long
bones
Pensacola Incised bowl contained
fragment of human skull and other bones
with a fragment of a vessel covering the
bowl
Fort Walton Incised bowl over adult skull
bowl over adult skull
star-shaped blackware dish over bone
fragments
star-shaped yellow-ware over bones of
child
bowl over skull
bowl over adult skull
Pt Washington Incised bowl over adult
skull
Pt Washington Incised bottle beside
fragmented bones
Fort Walton Incised bottle with mass of
bones with 51
Fort Walton Incised bowl over child skull
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Cranial
Deformation
none

none

none

none

none

none

iron or steel
chisel
none
none
none
none
none

none
none
none
none
present
none

none
none

none
none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none
none
none

none
none
none

none

none

none
1 shell bead
none

none
none
none

shell beads

none

none
none
none

none
none
none

none

none

none

none

none

none

8Wl21/Bunker Cutoff
This conical mound was excavated by Moore (1918:519-521), who neglected to
provide adequate information about the site. Willey (1949:227) states that the ceramics
are from the Fort Walton Complex, both Fort Walton and Pensacola Series, but he does
not indicate which group dominated. Willey (1949:227) also states that there was check
stamp pottery. Approximately six burials were found, all of which were secondary, most
of which were probably bundle burials (Table 27). A few of the burials were in submound burial pits. Some of the artifacts that were known to be in context with the burials
include: a bi-conical ceramic pipe with traces of red paint, a discoidal stone, and
undecorated pottery. Other artifacts from the mound, in which the context was not
specifically stated, included: chert fragments, hammer-stone, iron spike, projectile point
or knife, limestone tool, and sherds (Moore 1918:519-521; Willey 1949:227). The iron
spike suggests a post-contact date.
Table 27: Burial Data from Bunker Cutoff (Moore 1918; Willey1949).
No. of Burials
6

Burial Type
secondary, mostly bundle
burials

Artifacts
a bi-conical ceramic
pipe, a discoidal stone
and pottery

8Wl30/Johnson
Minimal information was given by the FMSF about the site and burials. The
burial mound at the Johnson site contained a bundle burial in association with Fort
Walton artifacts. The bundle burial consisted of a cranium and a pelvis and was found in
association with three shell beads and a plain Fort Walton bowl inverted over the cranium
(Lazarus and Johnson n.d.). There were also an unidentified number of other bundle
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burials and urn interments (Table 28). There were numerous artifacts found, although it
is not stated if they were found in association with any of the burials. They include
wooden and shell digging tools, one cache containing 17 shell cups, and a few stone
tools, such as a greenstone celt and some worked stone. The ceramics were probably of
ceremonial origin due to the good quality and intricate designs, such as several bird and
human effigies (Lazarus and Hawkins 1976:22-23).
Table 28: Johnson Burial Data (Lazarus and Johnson n.d.; Lazarus and Hawkins
1976).
Burial Types
bundle, bowl over bundle, urn

Artifacts
shell beads and FW ceramics

Summary of Classic and Mixed Fort Walton Burial Sites
Tables 29 and 30 summarize the burial data for the Fort Walton sites. The lack
of detailed information, due to poor reporting and publication, on many of these sites
greatly hinders identifying burial patterns, since we are left with only a partial picture of
Fort Walton culture.
In addition, assigning cultural affiliation of Fort Walton or Pensacola is difficult
in the cases of the mixed burial sites, which are on the western edge or outskirts of Fort
Walton territory. Willey could not identify the ceramics from the Cemetery on Hogtown
Bayou because Moore did not provide any illustrations, only descriptions, so he was only
able to tell that they belonged to the Fort Walton Complex. The other mixed sites have
mixtures of the two but it is difficult to tell which series dominates. The picture is further
complicated by the additional earlier components at some sites. These sites illustrate the
problem with defining cultures based on ceramic types, especially when the different
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Table 29: Summary of Fort Walton Burial Data (Classic Sites).
Site No./
Name

Site
Type

No.
Burials

MNI

Burial
Type

Orient

Age

Sex

Cranial
Mod.

Elite

8By194
KenslingerSellars

burial
mound

?

?

skull-only,
bundle

?

?

?

?

X

cem.

?

12

?

north

4 adults
1 suba.

1 f.

?

X

burial
mound

?

?

extended
flexed

?

?

?

?

?

42

?

flexed,
bundle,
skull-only,
vessel over
remains

?

?

?

?

X

post
contact

?

12

?

?

1 f.

X

?

2

2

?

?

?

?

burial
mound,
village,
cave
camp

3

3

skull-only,
bundle
semiflexed,
extended

6 adults
6 suba.
2 suba.

west

1 suba.
2 adults

1 f.

X

?

12161272
1317 1467
?

?

?

bundle

?

?

?

?

?

?

mound

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

burial
mound

24

24

nw, ne,
se, sw,

12501500

5

ne

2 f.,
1 f.,
1m.
?

X

5

most
adults,
1 suba.
2 adults

?

village

extended,
flexed,
semi-flexed
semi-flexed

?

?

?

burial
mound,
village

?

?

extended

?

1 adult

?

?

X

burial
mound

over
100

?

?

1 infant

?

X

X

burial
mound

?

?

mass skulls
&long
bones,
skull-only,
cremation
flexed,
extended

10651285,
10101225,
970-1195
contact

?

mostly
suba.

?

?

X

contact

conical
burial
mound

7

8

extended,
flexed,
disart.,
multiple

nw, sw,
ne

4
adults,
1 suba.

2 f.,
1 m.

X

X

contact

8Ca142
CorbinTucker Site
8Fr19
Cool Spring
Mound

Gu5
Chipola
Cutoff
8Ja7
Curlee Site
8Ja8
8Ja65
Waddell's
Mill Pond
Site
8Je622
Aucilla
Shores 10
8Je977
The Last
Caw Mound
8Le1
Lake Jackson
Mound
8Le164
Winewood
8Li2
Yon Mound
and Village

8Wa1
Marsh Island
8Wa15
St. Mark’s
Lookout
Tower
8Wa52
Snow Beach

burial
mound
village
and cem.
village
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Time
Period
(A.D.)
?
14401640,
16501880
?

Table 30: Summary of Mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola Burial Sites.
Site No./
Name

Site
Type

No.
Burials

MNI

Burial
Type

Orient

Age

Sex

Cranial
Mod.

High
Status

Time
Period

8Ok6/
Fort Walton
Temple
Mound

temple
mound

80

35

nw

8
adults
18
subad

X

15001650

cem.

2

3

?

X

?

?

cem.

over
100

?

?

?

X

post
contact

8Wl15/
Jolly Bay

burial
mound

27

?

8Wl16/
Cemetery
Near Point
Washington

cem.

?

?

8Wl21/
Bunker
Cutoff
8Wl30/
Johnson

conical
burial
mound
burial
mound

6

?

vessel
over
remains,
skullonly,
bundle,
multiple
skull
only,
skull &
long
bones,
long
bonesonly
mass
burials,
skullonly,
skull &
long
bones,
long
bonesonly,
vessel
over
remains
bundle

2
adults
1
adult

1f
1m
1
prob.
male
1 m,
1f
?

X

8Ok35/
Chambless
8Wl9/
Cemetery on
Hogtown
Bayou

extended,
skullonly,
bundle,
multiple
jar

?

?

vessel
over
remains,
bundle,
urns

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

10
adults
4
subad

1f

X

?

post
contact

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

X

pos.
post
contact
?

types frequently coexist. Archaeologists need to begin addressing these problems with
tying cultural affiliation strictly to ceramic types. Nevertheless, it is necessary to discuss
what is known, which may be helpful in the future if more burials are excavated or if
these burials are reinvestigated.
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High-status burials are indicated by the presence of ceremonial items such as
greenstone celts, mica, and copper disks. The sites that contained high-status artifacts
include Kenslinger-Sellars, Corbin-Tucker, Chipola Cutoff, Lake Jackson, Yon, Marsh
Island, St. Mark’s Lookout Tower, Snow Beach, Johnson, Fort Walton Temple Mound,
and the Cemetery on Hogtown Bayou. These sites constitute half of the Fort Walton sites
(11/22), both pure and mixed. Another potential indicator of wealth, red and yellow
ochre, was found at Lake Jackson, St. Mark’s Lookout Tower, Snow Beach, Fort Walton
Temple Mound, and Bunker Cutoff, with Bunker Cutoff being the only one that does not
appear to contain any other elite articles. (It is not certain if Curlee had any elite burials
but supposedly collectors found greenstone celts and whole vessels with human remains.)
It is important to note that Johnson contained high-status items, such as a cache of 17
shell cups and a greenstone celt; however, it was not explicitly stated in the FMSF if
these items were found in direct association with any of the burials, though it is likely
that they were.
Another interesting pattern is that all of the sites containing high-status burials,
with two exceptions, were burial mounds. Corbin-Tucker and the Cemetery on Hogtown
Bayou, the two exceptions, are cemeteries. The presence of elite burials in mounds
seems to be part of the Mississippian culture, since this trend is seen at the major sites
(Etowah, Moundville, and Spiro), as discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.
Looting and poor bone preservation greatly affected many of the sites.
Consequently, only at a few sites were archaeologists able to estimate the age and sex of
the individual burials. Based on these data, little can be said about population
demographics or gender, although it is apparent that adults and subadults were buried
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together and some females and subadults were buried with high-status goods. The
burials at Lake Jackson suggest that women might have been leaders, since the elaborate
artifacts, such as copper plates, may have been symbols of authority. In addition, a
female at the Corbin-Tucker site was buried with a greenstone celt and a copper plate.
Where sex and age were identified, I can say that adults and children were
interred at Corbin-Tucker, Waddell’s Mill Pond, Lake Jackson, St. Mark’s Lookout
Tower, Snow Beach, Cemetery Near Point Washington, and the Fort Walton Temple
Mound. Of these seven sites, which make up about 32 percent of all the Fort Walton
sites, five sites (~23 percent) contain high-status burials. The presence of children/infants
with adults might indicate different perceptions about subadults, such as that they were
regarded as important individuals in the community, or they inherited their social status
from the parents, and/or children were sacrificed to accompany elite adult burials. The
Fort Walton Temple Mound and St. Mark’s Lookout Tower in particular stand out
because most of the burials contain infants and children. In addition, at both of these
sites it is significant that some of the infants and children were buried with prestigious
items. The richest burial at the Fort Walton Temple Mound consisted of a seven year old
boy with over 300 shell beads and incense resin. The presence of this resin makes this
burial unlike any of the other Fort Walton burials. Such treatment is also highly unusual
given that this was of a child buried without an adult. Since both sites date to the historic
period, these burials may reflect the results of Spanish cultural influence and/or Spanish
diseases that may have targeted subadults. Throughout the Southeast, other historic
Native American sites often have many elaborate grave goods with children. There is the
possibility that European diseases may have decimated the native Fort Walton
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population. As a result late Fort Walton child burials may have contained more grave
goods because children may have become more valued as populations dropped.
However, the skeletal remains need to be reexamined to confirm or disprove this
interpretation. Also, examining ethnographic accounts of Native Americans in northwest
Florida may aid in understanding the social status of women and children.
Concerning site types, it appears that most burials were interred in mounds
(14/22); however, five sites were cemeteries, two were villages, one was a cave, and one
was a campsite. It seems that social status alone did not necessarily determine if an
individual was buried in a burial mound, since presumably lower-status burials (with few
or no grave goods) were found at Cool Spring Mound, Waddell’s Mill Pond Site, Bunker
Cutoff, Jolly Bay, and the Last Caw Mound. In addition, some of the burial mounds that
contained elite mortuary offerings also contained lower-status graves, including Chipola
Cutoff, Marsh Island, Fort Walton Temple Mound, and Johnson. It is possible that some
lower-status individuals were interred to accompany elite individuals, though that cannot
be determined based on the data. Of course, it is equally possible that burials that did not
contain any grave goods or a few low-status goods may have contained elaborate highstatus artifacts of perishable materials, such as wood or plant remains that quickly
decompose in Florida soil.
Poor preservation and documentation, as well as the quality of excavations, also
affected the data concerning orientation. Orientations of burials are known at only four
sites, and there does not appear to be a clear pattern. Burials were oriented north, west,
northwest, northeast, southeast, and southwest. At Lake Jackson and Snow Beach,
multiple directions were observed.
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Evidence of cranial modification was observed and recorded at seven sites.
Cranial deformation can be the result of intentional deformation of the skull from infancy
for aesthetic purposes/social custom or unintentional deformation from cradleboarding.
In either case, it reveals important childrearing and social practices. Crania with occipital
flattening from cradleboarding were observed with a female from Waddell’s Mill Pond
site, a female from Chambless, and possibly a female from the Fort Walton Temple
Mound. Fronto-occipital flattening, a purposeful type of cranial deformation, was
observed with most from Marsh Island, some from the Cemetery near Point Washington,
and all crania from Snow Beach. Two or three crania from the Curlee site had
lambdoidal flattening. Fort Walton peoples from Marsh Island, the Cemetery near Point
Washington, Fort Walton Temple Mound, and Snow Beach practiced cranial deformation
and all dated to the contact period, based on the presence of European artifacts. It seems
that cranial deformation was not pervasive in Fort Walton culture based on these data,
however, poor documentation and preservation might have skewed the data.
With regard to time, eight to ten sites (depending on Bunker Cutoff and
Chattahoochee River 1#) date to after European contact, based on the presence of
European items, radiocarbon dates, and ceramics. In fact, none of the sites I studied
dated to the early Fort Walton period and of those that could be dated, most were late or
post-contact. Spanish influence does not appear as if it changed where they buried their
deceased; six were burial mounds, three cemeteries, and one village, which is similar to
the overall picture of Fort Walton burial sites. Interment type may have changed with
time. Seven of the ten sites that date to European contact are dominated by various
secondary burials and a few mass burials. It is possible that these mass burials could be
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related to high morbidity rates due to the introduction of Spanish diseases, resulting in
mass deaths from epidemics. Secondary burials may have been the result of people dying
away from traditional burial places and fragmentary remains being returned to these sites.
However, this is a very small sample, especially considering that not all of the sites are
dated nor were all of the interment types recorded.
Numerous interment types were practiced by Fort Walton peoples, with over half
of the sites (12/22) observing at least two different burial treatments. Overall, there are
14 different burial practices observed by Fort Walton peoples. A cautionary note about
interment types is in order due to the issues with preservation that plagued my
investigations of these sites. Poor bone preservation could lead to mistaken
interpretations of certain interment types, including skull-only, long bones-only, and skull
and long bones. I am especially wary of classifying burials based on Moore’s
descriptions, since his excavations were poorly conducted. In addition, Moore’s
descriptions of some of the burials from Chipola Cutoff, Marsh Island, Fort Walton
Temple Mound, the Cemetery on Hogtown Bayou, and the Cemetery Near Point
Washington indicate the fragmentary nature of the remains.
With this being said, there are seven sites that have the burial types skull-only, long
bones-only, and/or skull and long bones.
Overall, primary burials, including the extended, flexed, and semi-flexed
positions, were present at 32 percent of the sites. Fifty-three percent of the sites
contained secondary burials, which includes bundle burials, skull-only, skull and long
bones, long bones, cremation, disarticulated, jar, and urn. Mass and multiple burials were
present at nine percent of the sites, which includes primary and secondary burials. In
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addition, six percent of the sites contain burials where vessels were place over human
remains (Figure 20).
Figure 20: Approximate Percentages for Burial Types.
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There are a couple of interesting correlations regarding primary burials. The
flexed and extended positions were observed together at four sites. In addition, at sites
that contained burials that were extended and other interment types, skeletons in the
extended position always outnumbered the other burial types, except at the Fort Walton
Temple Mound.
Concerning patterns with site type, the positions extended and flexed were only
discovered in burial mounds; however, these were not the only types found in burial
mounds. There do not appear to be any correlations between other burial types and site
type. There may be a relationship between high-status burials and the extended and
flexed positions, since five of the eleven sites that have exotic goods also have
individuals buried in either extended and/or flexed position. However, not all burials that
were extended or flexed were interred with valuable items. In addition, at one of the sites
that contained exotic artifacts, the interment type is unknown (Corbin-Tucker site),
though possibly skull-only and bundle burials.
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Examining mortuary variability based on the number of burials of each type
reveals a different pattern than looking at the percentage of the occurrence of the various
burial types at the 22 sites. Based on these data, it is not possible to determine which
examination more accurately portrays the burial patterns because the number of burials
were not given at all of the sites nor were all of the interment types identified for all of
the burials. However, it is necessary to examine the data both using both methods.
Table 31 and Figure 21 illustrate the great differences between classic Fort
Walton and mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola burials. Primary burials are the most prevalent
among classic sites, whereas the burial type, vessels over remains, constitutes the
majority of mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola burials. Table 32 and Figure 22 summarize the
combined data from classic and mixed sites.
Table 31: Comparison of Classic Fort Walton to Mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola
Burial Types.
Burial Type
extended
flexed
semi-flexed
multiple
mass
skull-only
skull-and-long
bones
disarticulated
bundle
urn
cremation
jar
vessel over
remains

Classic Fort Walton
Number of
Percentage
Burials
18/53
33.9
1/53
1.8
13/53
24.5
3/53
5.6
4/53
7.5
6/53
11.3
2/53
3.7
1/53
3/53
1/53
1/53
0
0

1.8
5.6
1.8
1.8
0
0
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Mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola
Number of
Percentage
Burials
3/73
4.1
1/73
1.3
1/73
1.3
4/73
5.4
2/73
2.7
3/73
4.1
3/73
4.1
1/73
2/73
0
0
2/73
51/73

1.3
2.7
0
0
2.7
69.8

Figure 21: Comparison of the Approximated Percentages of Classic Fort Walton to
Mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola Burial Types.
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Table 32: Summary of Fort Walton Burial Types from All Sites.
Burial Type
extended
flexed
semi-flexed
multiple
mass
skull-only
skull-and-long
bones
disarticulated
bundle
urn
cremation
jar
vessel over
remains

Number of
Burials
21/126
2/126
14/126
7/126
6/126
9/126
5/126

Percentage

2/126
5/126
1/126
1/126
2/126
51/126

1.5
3.9
.7
.7
1.5
40.4
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16.6
1.5
11.1
5.5
4.7
7.1
3.9

Figure 22: Approximate Percentages for All Fort Walton Burial Types.
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There are a few main differences between Fort Walton and mixed Fort
Walton/Pensacola sites. The majority of burials in the latter consist of vessels placed
over human remains. In addition, all of the mixed sites contain secondary burials, with
only 5 primary burials at the Fort Walton Temple Mound. Moreover, there were caches
of pottery only at mixed sites (Fort Walton Temple Mound, Chambless, Cemetery Near
Point Washington, and Johnson). It is possible that secondary burials and caches of
pottery may have been more characteristic of Pensacola culture.
Other complications in gaining understanding of Fort Walton burial practices are
the issues with classification of Fort Walton sites. There are two sites (Kenslinger-Sellars
and Last Caw) that are classified as Fort Walton, although the reports do not provide
proof of this. It is unknown if the burials from Kenslinger-Sellars are Fort Walton due to
the lack of context. The site form on the Last Caw Mound does not specify if the burials
are Fort Walton, which is especially problematic due to the presence of Early Woodland
types of ceramics. Furthermore, the nature of the mixed sites questions the current
definitions of Fort Walton and Pensacola cultures, and the difficulty of isolating what is
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Fort Walton. In order to address this matter, it is important to compare Fort Walton
burials to Pensacola burial sites to the west, as well to Rood burials to the north since
there are some similarities between Rood and Fort Walton culture.
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CHAPTER 4
COMPARISON OF FORT WALTON BURIALS TO ROOD AND PENSACOLA
BURIALS
Introduction
To present a holistic view of Fort Walton culture and attempt to address issues
with classifying cultural affiliation, it is necessary to compare Fort Walton burial data to
a sample of sites from the ceramically-defined Rood and Pensacola cultures, which were
located north and west, respectively, of the Fort Walton culture area. Rood Phases are
geographically confined to the upper part of the lower Chattahoochee River. Of the three
Rood Phases, only phase II is dominated by grit-tempered ceramics. Pensacola ceramics
are similar in style to Fort Walton-series, although the Pensacola-series are exclusively
shell-tempered. Pensacola ceramic types are also found in a larger geographic area,
stretching from northwestern Florida to eastern Louisiana.
Three Rood Phase sites are discussed here, as well as four Pensacola sites (Figure
19). It is essential to question the inclusion of Rood as part of Fort Walton when only
Rood II is dominated by Fort Walton-series ceramics. In addition, justification is needed
for the separation of Pensacola based solely on temper. A more comprehensive study of
Rood and Pensacola burials should be conducted in the future; however, this sample will
aid in testing cultural definitions. The ultimate goal is to gain a better understanding of
Fort Walton people and their burial practices.
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Rood Burials
9Cla62/Cemochechobee
This site was a large village area dating to A.D. 900 to 1350, surrounding three
platform mounds on the Chattahoochee River in Clay County, Georgia (Schnell et al.
1981:1; Knight 1981:251). Hill-Clark (1981) analyzed the skeletal remains from 36
burials recovered during the excavation (Table 33 and 34). Her analysis revealed that
there were five children (6-10), one adolescent (12-15), ten young adults (18-25), seven
older adults (30-50), and 11 individuals for which age could not be determined.
Estimating sex was difficult due to poor preservation; however Hill-Clark (1981:256262) concluded there were three probable females, one female, four probable males, five
males, and 21 individuals of undetermined sex. There are a couple of unique
characteristics observed at Cemochechobee: burials of children were separate from those
of adults, and several individuals had teeth which were stained with red-black vegetable
dye. In addition, interment type varied (semi-flexed, extended, disarticulated, and bundle
burials) as did orientation (east, north, and west) (Schnell et al 1981:37-39, 44-54, 67-68,
75-83, 88, and 93-95).
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Table 33: Results of Skeletal Analysis from Cemochechobee—Excavation Area
XUA (Hill-Clark 1981).
Burial
No.

Age

Sex

Vegetable
Dye-Stained
Teeth

Interment
Type

Orient.

Artifacts

1

8- 10

?

X

?

ceramic vessel and bowl

2

?

?

?

possible
secondary
?

?

3

18-25

?

X

2 Lake Jackson sherds and Cool
Branch vessels
several marine shell beads

4

adult

probable
female

X

5
6

?
?

?
?

?
semi-flexed on
right side

?
west

probable
male
?

?

semi-flexed on
left side
?

east

plain pottery vessel and bowl

?

Lake Jackson sherd

probable
male
?

X

greenstone celt and small piece mica

east

shell necklace

11

40-50

male

?

?

greenstone celt, marine shell cup, and
plain sherd

12
13

19-23
adult

?
?

X
?

?
?

none
none

14

25-35

X

north

none

15
16

?
east

17

40-50
young
adult
adult

probable
female
-female
?

X

sitting, crossed
legged
semi-flexed on
right side
disarticulated
face-down,
possibly flexed
skull only
only lower
extremities,
semi-flexed
semi-flexed on
left side
?
semi-flexed on
right side
semi-flexed on
right side

ne

10

?
probable
young
adult
young
adult
probable
adult
young
adult
adult

shell ear pin, pebbles, shell, 2 vessels,
human effigy bottle, and dog effigy
bottle
shell necklace
none

18
19

3-4
8-10

?
?

?
X

20

20-24

probable
female

?

21

40-50

male

?

Lake Jackson sherds and plain sherds
chert flake and numerous plain and
Lake Jackson sherds
5 chert flakes, numerous plain sherds
and 2 Andrews Decorated beaker
sherds
shell beads
ceramic bowl, beaver effigy adorno,
Point Washington Incised vessel and
2 hammerstones
columella bead necklace, shell disk
ear ornaments, hundreds of shell
beads
large plain sherd

22

40-50

male

X

23

probable
young
adult
8-10
12-15
adult

?

?

?
?
?

?
X

7
8
9

24
25
26

?

?

?
?

semi-flexed on
left side
skull only on
right side

bundle burial
possible skull
only (bowl
covering)
partially flexed
on back

west
north

north
?
?
east

semi-flexed on
back
extended on
back
long bones
only

southea
st
west
?

Lake Jackson Decorated jar, 1 small
animal bone and charred matting
none

?
?
semi-flexed

?
?
south

none
none
none
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Table 33 (Continued).
27

30-40

male

X

28

adult

probable male

X

29

probable
adult
probable
adult
young
adult

?

?

?

?

probable male

?

?

X

?

?

30
31

32
33

probable
young
adult
probable
adult

extended on
back
disarticulated,
face-down
completely
disarticulated
disarticulated

east

none

?

copper arrowhead headdress and 3
Nunnally Incised sherds
small amounts of animal bone

?
west

3 Andrews Decorated beakers and
effigy bowl
charred wood on tomb floor, 12 sherds,
and bowl with duck effigy

one leg, torso
and upper
extremities
missing
probably
disarticulated

west

?

none

small human
bone fragments
in ceramic
vessel

?

pottery vessel

Table 34: Results of Skeletal Analysis from Cemochechobee—Excavation Area XUB
(Hill-Clark 1981).
Burial
No.

Age

Sex

Interment
Type

Orientation

Artifacts

male

Vegetable
DyeStained
Teeth
X

1

adult

extended
on back,
feet
severed

east

probable
adult

?

?

?

6-8

?

?

mandible
fragment,
no pit
outline,
possible
trophy
curation
semiflexed on
left side

4 charred
logs or bark
stripes and
elongated
greenstone
“pole spud”
none

2

3

south

none
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9Qu1/ Gary’s Fish Pond
This is a single mound site in which Huscher found one burial on the pre-mound
ground surface. The grave contained the remains of a single partially flexed adult, whose
head was lying east but was facing south (Table 35). The only grave goods were a Cool
Branch Incised sherd and a clay bead. According to radiocarbon dating, the pre-mound
ground surface dates to Rood I and Rood II Phases (A.D. 1100-1200 and A.D. 1200-1300
respectively) (Huscher 1959:69,100; Blitz and Lorenz 2006:47-48, 198-208).
Table 35: Gary’s Fish Pond (Huscher 1959; Blitz and Lorenz 2006).
Burial Type
semi-flexed

Age
adult

Artifacts
Cool Branch Incised sherd and a clay bead

9Qu5/Cool Branch Site
The Cool Branch Site is a single mound with one of the most extensive palisades
in the Mississippian Southeast. The rectangular palisade surrounds a single platform
mound in the center. Radiocarbon dates place the pre-mound surface, palisade, and
mound in the Rood I Phase (A.D. 1100-1200). There were two wattle-and-daub
structures (Hematite House and Spud House) on the pre-mound surface, but only Spud
House contained human remains (Table 36). Huscher (1963:2) uncovered a fired-clay
hearth and a rectangular tomb in Spud House. As a result of poor preservation, the
remains of an undetermined number of adults were unearthed, although it was noted that
adult ribs and long bones were present. In association with these bones were mica sheets,
a ground slab of greenstone, shell tempered pottery, and a raised clay platform, which
was interpreted by Huscher (1963:2) as an altar or dais. However, the majority of the
pottery elsewhere at this site was grit- or sand-tempered. Close to the clay platform, were
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two elongated spatulate greenstone celts. In addition, remains of a scaffold were found
which would have been erected over the hearth, which itself would have served as a
charnel pit (Huscher 1963:2; Blitz and Lorenz 2006:48-55 and 208-214).
Table 36: Cool Branch Site Mortuary Data (Huscher 1963; Blitz; Lorenz 2006).
Burial
Type
mass

Age

Artifacts

unknown
number of
adults

mica sheets, a ground slab of
greenstone, shell tempered pottery,
and a raised clay platform

9Sw1/Rood's Landing Site
Caldwell (1955), along with assistance from Eugene Cline and David W. Chase,
excavated four of the five flat-topped mounds at Rood’s Landing (Mounds A, B, C, D,
and E), which surround an open plaza. However, only two burials were unearthed at this
site, from Mounds A and B (Table 37). Construction at Mound A ended (A.D. 15501600, Stewart Phase) with the funeral of an adult male and child (approximately six years
old). Both individuals were extended with the left legs crossed over the right. The only
mortuary offering was a jar. Stones were placed over the upper part of the grave and
large pieces of burnt plaster were piled on the lower end, suggesting that the burials had
taken place after buildings collapsed from a fire, possibly a ritual burning. In Mound B,
one burial was discovered which belonged to an infant, and dated to A.D. 1300 to 1400
(Rood III Phase). The bones were in poor condition but it was concluded that the cranium
was oriented northwest. It is possible that the infant was cremated because the bones
were in poor condition and lay on a bed of fired clay. No mortuary goods were found in
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association with the infant (Caldwell 1955:31, 33; Blitz and Lorenz 2006:33-36, 145157).
Table 37: Rood’s Landing Site (Caldwell 1955; Blitz and Lorenz 2006).
Location
Mound
A
Mound
B

Burial Type
extended
possible cremation

Age/Sex
adult male and
child (6 yrs)
infant

Artifacts
jar
none

Summary of Rood-Phase Burials
Rood burials have some similarities to Fort Walton burials, but it appears that
there are more differences (Table 38). The similarities include a wide variety of
interment types exhibited, with a mixture of primary and secondary burials, even though
this is a small sample. All of the burials are interred in burial mounds, similar to most
Fort Walton burials. In addition, subadults were included in the burial sites with adults,
though they may be buried separately. All of individuals buried at Cemochechobee were
buried in single graves, similar to the majority of Fort Walton burial sites. However, both
Rood and Fort Walton sites have multiple interments and mass burials. Furthermore,
elite burials at Cemochechobee had artifacts similar to those at elite Fort Walton burials,
including greenstone celts, shell cups, mica, and a copper headdress.
Table 39 and Figure 23 compare the prevalence of burial types among Rood,
classic and mixed Fort Walton cultures. It seems that Rood-Phase is dominated by
primary burials and overall the pattern is more similar to classic Fort Walton than mixed
Fort Walton/Pensacola. Consequently, the overall picture of Fort Walton culture is
different than the Rood-phase as exhibited by Table 40 and Figure 24. However, these
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differences may not be cultural or geographic, but temporal since many of the Fort
Walton burials date to the historic period.
Table 38: Summary of Rood-Phase Burial Data.
Site No. Name
9Cla62/
Cemochechobee

9Qu1/ Gary’s
Fish Pond
9Qu5/Cool
Branch Site
9Sw1/Rood's
Landing

Site
Type
burial
mound

burial
mound
burial
mound
burial
mound

No.
Burials
36

MNI

Age

Sex

36

6
subadults
17 adults

3
probable
females,
1 female,
4
probable
males,
5 males

Interment
Type
semi-flexed,
bundle,
disart.,
extended,

Orient.
north,
east,
west

vessel over
remains, jar,

1

1

adult

?

sitting, long
bones-only,
skull-only
semi-flexed

?

?

adults

?

mass

?

3

3

adult ,
child,
infant

1 adult
male

extended,
cremation,
multiple

nw

east/
south

Table 39: Comparison of Rood-Phase Burial Types to Classic and Mixed Fort
Walton Burial Types.
Rood-Phase
Burial Type
extended
flexed
semi-flexed
multiple
mass
skull-only
skull-andlong bones
disarticulated
bundle
urn
cremation
jar
vessel over
remains
sitting
long-bonesonly

No. of
Burials
4/31
1/31
11/31
1/31
1/31
2/31
0

%

Classic Fort Walton

12.9
3.2
35.4
3.2
3.2
6.4
0

No. of
Burials
18/53
1/53
13/53
3/53
4/53
6/53
2/53

33.9
1.8
24.5
5.6
7.5
11.3
3.7

5/31
1/31
0
1/31
1/31
1/31

16.1
3.2
0
3.2
3.2
3.2

1/53
3/53
1/53
1/53
0
0

1.8
5.6
1.8
1.8
0
0

1/73
2/73
0
0
2/73
51/73

1.3
2.7
0
0
2.7
69.8

1/31
1/31

3.2
3.2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
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%

Mixed Fort
Walton/Pensacola
No. of
%
Burials
3/73
4.1
1/73
1.3
1/73
1.3
4/73
5.4
2/73
2.7
3/73
4.1
3/73
4.1

Figure 23: Comparison of Rood, Mixed and Classic Fort Walton.
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Table 40: Comparison of Rood-Phase Burial Types to All Fort Walton Sites.

Burial Type
extended
flexed
semi-flexed
multiple
mass
skull-only
skull-andlong bones
disarticulated
bundle
urn
cremation
jar
vessel over
remains
sitting
long-bonesonly

Rood-Phase
Fort Walton
Number of Approximate Number of Approximate
Burials
Percentage
Burials
Percentage
4/31
12.9
21/126
16.6
1/31
3.2
2/126
1.5
11/31
35.4
14/126
11.1
1/31
3.2
7/126
5.5
1/31
3.2
6/126
4.7
2/31
6.4
9/126
7.1
0
0
5/126
3.9
5/31
1/31
0
1/31
1/31
1/31

16.1
3.2
0
3.2
3.2
3.2

2/126
5/126
1/126
1/126
2/126
51/126

1.5
3.9
.7
.7
1.5
40.4

1/31
1/31

3.2
3.2

0
0

0
0
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Figure 24: Comparison of Burial Types Among Rood-Phase and Fort Walton
Culture .
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There are many differences in burial practices. For example, there were some
unusual traits with the remains at Cemochechobee and Cool Branch. Most of the
individuals at Cemochechobee had teeth stained with vegetable dye, which is not seen so
far in any of the Fort Walton sites. Also, there was one position that was observed at
Cemochechobee that was not present in Fort Walton sites, the sitting position, although
there was only one instance of this. These may be characteristics of Rood-Phases burials
or possibly anomalies. Cool Branch was also different because there were high-status
goods, mica and slab greenstone, in association with an altar in a charnel pit with a
jumble of human remains. There are no altars known with any of the Fort Walton burials
nor were any of the elite burials so disorganized. Another difference is the absence of
cranial deformation in all of these Rood burial sites. Of course, it is possible that if a
larger sample was employed different patterns would emerge. A comprehensive study of
Rood burials, as well as Pensacola, would and in understanding variation within
Mississippian culture.
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Pensacola Burials
1Ba1/Bear Point
Moore (1901:423-432) excavated Bear Point (in Alabama), which he described as
a circular mound with a flat top. All the complete vessels and 44 burials were recovered
from the bottom layer or from pits in the upper layer (Table 41). The remains were
poorly preserved, as with many other sites in Florida and Alabama. The burial types at
this site are suspect, since many of the burials are skull-only or skull and long bones, but
the entire skeletons could have been present. There were many artifacts not associated
with any of the burials, but loose in the sand of the mound, including hammerstones,
pebble-hammers, projectile points, celts, chisels, hematite, limonite, and discoidal stones
(Moore 1901:423-432). Willey identified the diagnostic ceramic types from Bear Point:
Pensacola Plain and Incised (1949:197-200).
Table 41: Burial Data from Bear Point (Moore 1901; Willey 1949).
Burial
No.
1
2
3-5
6
7-9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16-17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Burial Remains

Age

Burial Goods

long bones only
2 skulls-only
1 skull-only each
bowl over skull
1 skull-only each
long bones only
long bones only
skull-only
skull and long
bones
long bones only
long bones only
1 skull-only each
skull w/few bones
few unknown bones
few unknown bones
bowl over skull
skull and long
bones
bowl over bones
long bones-only
only molar
skull w/few bones

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

none
conch shell
none
bowl
none
none
chert lancehead
2 shell beads
none

?
?
?
?
?
?
child
?

none
none
none
none
none
Pensacola Incised vessel
Pensacola Incised bowl, 4 shell beads
blackware bottle, iron nail

?
?
?
?

blackware bowl
projectile point
blackware bowl
none
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Table 40 (Continued).
27
28

?
?

none
dust all that remained of wooden box with
iron nails & clamps, also glass beads

1 child,
1 adult
?

30 shell beads, 3 shell hairpins, shanks

30

skull w/few bones
2 skulls and other
bones probably in
wooden box
skull and other
bones
bowl over fragments

31

bowl over skull

adult

32
33
34

infant
?
adult

35
36
37

unknown
skull w/few bones
bowl over skull
w/vertebrae
bowl over skull
bowl over skull
bowl over skull

38
39

bowl over skull
2 skulls

40

numerous bones
from at least 3
individuals
no remains left
skull w/ long bones
5 skulls and various
other bones
skull w/few bones

29

41
42
43
44

shell, bitumen, 12 silver buttons, glass
beads, Mexican silver coin, iron spike,
decorated sheet brass/copper
Pensacola Plain bowl, vase filled
w/marine bivalves
22 shell beads
none
blackware bowl

adult
child
young adult

adolescent
1 adult,
1 child
?

blackware bowl
blackware bowl
Pensacola Three-line Incised bowl ,2
shell ear-plugs, 2 iron nails, shell, quartz
pebbles, chert flakes, vase
brownware bowl
Pensacola Incised bowl
Pensacola Incised bowl, iron piece

?
?
?

bowl
discoidal stone, iron piece
none

?

none

8Es1280/Hickory Ridge
John Phillips (1995:72-96) excavated Hickory Ridge in 1989; the cemetery
yielded three burials and eight features. The features were concentrated areas of broken
ceramic vessels. Two of the features were associated with burials: Feature Two with
Burial Two and Feature Five with Burial Three. The other features may have been
associated with other burials, but that could not be confirmed during testing. However,
all of the features and burials were located in the same stratigraphic zone.
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Soil acidity greatly affected the bone preservation of the three burials (Table 42).
Burials could only be recognized by dark organic stains caused by decomposition,
surrounding little remaining bone. Consequently, burial type, orientation, sex, and age
could not be identified. In addition, burial pit outlines could not be detected, which
complicated the association of grave goods.
A variety of ceramic types were encountered at Hickory Ridge including
Pensacola Incised, Mississippi Plain, Moundville Incised, D’Olive Incised, and Bell
Plain. All of the vessels associated with the burials appear to have been intentionally
broken and placed over the burials.
Mortuary offerings associated with Burial One included seven vessels, mica, and
one projectile point. Seven vessels types included Pensacola Incised in the shapes of
subglobular bottles, a beaker and a casuela bowl, a Moundville jar, and a D’Olive plate.
A charcoal sample associated with Burial One produced a radiocarbon date of 500 B.P. ±
60 years (Beta 30702) with a calibrated date range of A.D. 1390-1510 (2σ). Burial two
contained three Pensacola Incised vessels, one whelk columella, hematite, mica, two
greenstone celts, and one projectile point. Burial three was associated with one
Moundville Incised jar, a concentration of Pensacola Incised sherds and a whelk
columella. A layer of sherds crowned this cemetery, similar to other Mississippian burial
practices at Navy Liveoak cemetery and other burials excavated by Moore. The exotic
nature of the burial goods suggests that these were high-status burials (Phillips 1995:7684 and 94).
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Table 42: Artifacts Associated with Burials at Hickory Ridge (Phillips 1995).
Burial
Number
1
2
3

Artifacts
Pensacola Incised bottles, a beaker, a casuela
bowl, a Moundville jar, a D’olive plate, mica, a
projectile point
Pensacola Incised vessels,
a columella, hematite, mica, 2 greenstone celts, a
projectile point
Moundville Incised jar, Pensacola Incised sherds,
a columella

8Sa36/Navy Liveoak Reservation Cemetery
In 1956, W.C. Lazarus (1967) conducted archaeological surveys and excavations
with the aid of Don Sharon and his family at the Navy Liveoak Reservation Cemetery,
located near Gulf Breeze, Florida. Thirteen burials were unearthed at this site dating to
the protohistoric period, circa A.D. 1710, based on artifacts and ceremonial practices
(Table 43). Pensacola Incised and Moundville engraved vessels were present in the form
of bowls and bottles. Ceremonial events seem to have taken place after the deceased
were buried, including fires, and offerings, capped by a layer of sherds near the
perimeter. Lazarus et al. (1967:110-113) reported that there were two adults, at least
three children, and several individuals who could not be aged. The sex of only two adults
could be estimated—one male and one female. Bone preservation was very poor due to
the acidic soil, which limited the analysis. There are several different burial types,
including a possible mass burial and single skull burials. In addition, there were several
high-status artifacts including brass and copper disks and shell pendants.
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Table 43: Burial Data for Navy Liveoak Reservation Cemetery Site (Lazarus et al.
1967).
Burial
No.
1

Burial Type

Sex

Age

Grave Goods

M

40-50

2
3

bowl inverted over
skull-only, some cranial
deformation
?
?

?
?

?
?

4

bundle burial

?

8

5
6

skull-only
skull-only, other human
remains in association
and child’s teeth
skull and long bones,
bowl over, possible
other human remains
skull and long bones
only, possible other
human remains

?
?

?
child

Moundville Engraved casuela
bowl, copper and iron frags, chert
flakes
shell beads and iron frags
65 disk-like shell beads, shell
pendant
brass disk, shell, shell beads,
glass beads, sherd, iron piece
none
shell, 2 bottle caches and cache
of sherds

?

?

hematite hone, chert flakes, and
iron frags

?

?

?
?

?
?

F

adult

sherds, worked shell, shell and
glass beads, iron frags and chert
flakes
chert flake, bird effigy
copper/brass residue, iron frags,
shell, and bird effigy
--

?
?

child
?

shell pendants
not known

7

8

9
10
11
12
13

skull and long bones
skull on platter, covered
by bowl
multiple
possible mass grave

8Sr10/Eighteen-Mile Point on Santa Rosa Sound
Archaeologist, T. M. N. Lewis (1931:124-127), uncovered 11 primary, extended
burials on the floor of the mound. All of the individuals were laid face up with their arms
extended to the sides. Lewis (1931:124-124) mentioned that he estimated the sex based
on the crania, however he failed to report how many were male or female. He did point
out that only the female crania had cranial deformation of the frontal bones. Numerous
ceramic vessels had been placed in a sand layer and rested upon a shell layer where the
burials were located (Table 44). None of the vessels were intact, but only 25 vessels
were restored with a multitude of unreconstructable sherds. There was a hole in the
bottom of each of the intact vessels. In addition, a necklace of conch shell beads was
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found in association with two females, and one of these females had two conch shell ear
pendants. Willey (1949:210) identified some of the pottery and classified them as
Pensacola Incised (13) and Pensacola Plain (two).
Table 44: Burial Data for Eighteen-Mile Point on Santa Rosa Sound (Lewis 1931;
Willey 1949).
No. of
Burials
11

Interment
Type
extended

Cranial
Deformation
only females

Artifacts
numerous ceramic vessels (13
Pensacola Incised and 2 Pensacola
Plain)

Summary of Pensacola Burials
Comparing Fort Walton to Pensacola demonstrates that the burial practices of the
two cultures are very similar, although there are a few unique traits (Table 45). All of the
Pensacola burials discussed here were interred in mounds or cemeteries with a wide
variety of interment types. The main difference is that the extended position was not
predominant and flexed and semi-flexed were absent. In addition, Tables 46 and 47 and
Figures 25 and 26 reveal another important difference between Pensacola and Fort
Walton cultures. Pensacola culture has the highest percentage of secondary burials.
However, this is only based on a sample of four sites and the burial type was not
identified for all of the Pensacola burials, although the overwhelming of majority of the
burials was identified.
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Table 45: Summary of Pensacola Burial Data.
Site No.
Name
1Ba1/
Bear Point

Site
Type
burial
mound

No. of
Burials
44

8Es1280/
Hickory
Ridge
8Sa36/
Navy
Liveoak
Reservation
Cemetery
Site

cem.

3

cem.

13

8Sr10/
Eighteen
Mile Point
on Santa
Rosa
Sound

burial
mound

11

Interment
Type
skull-only,
long bonesonly, vessel
over remains,
multiple,
possible box
burial
?

Post
Contact
X

Elite

?

Cranial
Mod.
?

?

?

?

X

X

1 adult
male,
1 adult
female

X

X

X

over remains,

2
adult,
3
subad

skull & long
bones,
multiple
extended

?

2
females

X

?

?

mass burial,
skull-only,
bundle, vessel

Age

Sex

6
adults
6
subad
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Table 46: Comparison of Pensacola to Classic Fort Walton and Mixed Fort
Walton/Pensacola Burial Types.
Pensacola
Burial Type
extended
flexed
semi-flexed
multiple
mass
skull-only
skull-andlong bones
disarticulated
bundle
urn
cremation
jar
vessel over
remains
box
long-bonesonly

Classic Fort
Walton
No. of Appr.
Burials
%
18/53
33.9
1/53
1.8
13/53
24.5
3/53
5.6
4/53
7.5
6/53
11.3
2/53
3.7

Mixed Fort
Walton/Pensacola
No. of
Appr.
Burials
%
3/73
4.1
1/73
1.3
1/73
1.3
4/73
5.4
2/73
2.7
3/73
4.1
3/73
4.1

No. of
Burials
11/53
0
0
6/53
1/53
8/53
6/53

Appr.
%
20.7
0
0
11.3
1.8
15.0
11.3

0
1/53
0
0
0
13/53

0
1.8
0
0
0
24.5

1/53
3/53
1/53
1/53
0
0

1.8
5.6
1.8
1.8
0
0

1/73
2/73
0
0
2/73
51/73

1.3
2.7
0
0
2.7
69.8

1/53
6/53

1.8
11.3

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Figure 25: Comparison of Pensacola to Classic Fort Walton and Mixed Fort
Walton/Pensacola Burial Types.
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Table 47: Comparison of Pensacola and All Fort Walton Burial Types.

Burial Type
extended
flexed
semi-flexed
multiple
mass
skull-only
skull-andlong bones
disarticulated
bundle
urn
cremation
jar
vessel over
remains
box
long-bonesonly

Pensacola
Number Approximate
of Burials
Percentage
11/53
20.7
0
0
0
0
6/53
11.3
1/53
1.8
8/53
15.0
6/53
11.3

Fort Walton
Number of Approximate
Burials
Percentage
21/126
16.6
2/126
1.5
14/126
11.1
7/126
5.5
6/126
4.7
9/126
7.1
5/126
3.9

0
1/53
0
0
0
13/53

0
1.8
0
0
0
24.5

2/126
5/126
1/126
1/126
2/126
51/126

1.5
3.9
.7
.7
1.5
40.4

1/53
6/53

1.8
11.3

0
0

0
0

Figure 26: Comparison of Pensacola to Combined Fort Walton Burial Types.
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At Bear Point there are two very unusual burials. There is a possibility that the
bones from Burial 28 were buried in a wooden box. Considering that Bear Point dates to
post contact, this burial type might reflect European burial conventions of the use of
coffins. Unfortunately, only dust remained of the wooden part. It would have been
interesting to know the dimensions of the box, to assess better the idea of European
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influence. Also, Moore describes a burial that contained bitumen. Burial 30 was a
particularly wealthy burial interred with bitumen and prestigious goods, including 12
silver buttons, a Mexican silver coin, and decorated sheet brass/copper. The bitumen at
Bear Point may have served the same purpose as the resin found at the Fort Walton site
St. Mark’s Lookout Tower.
Cranial modification was present with some of the individuals, unlike the Rood
burials. Due to the small sample it is not possible to determine if intentional or
unintentional cranial modification was associated with European contact or high-status.
Moreover, there were caches of pottery at Hickory Ridge, Navy Liveoak, and
Eighteen Mile Point. These caches may be a unique Pensacola characteristic since they
occur at Pensacola sites and mixed Fort Walton/Pensacola sites (Fort Walton Temple
Mound, Chambless, Cemetery near Point Washington, and Johnson), but never at classic
Fort Walton sites. However, only Pensacola sites were capped by layers of sherds
(Hickory Ridge, Navy Liveoak, and Eighteen Mile Point).
An important note, of the Pensacola sites discussed here, three sites are located in
Florida and one in Alabama. It is possible that sites farther west from the Fort Walton
area in the center of northwest Florida may have different burial patterns. In the future, it
is especially important to conduct a more comprehensive study of Pensacola burials.
Conclusion
Based on the current data on the Rood Phases, it seems that this is another
Mississippian variant similar to Fort Walton culture, but not the same. Ceramic studies
show that most Rood ceramics are shell-tempered, and only Rood II contains mostly grittempered pottery, but many types are different from Fort Walton types. Although the
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burial sample represented here is very small, there were several practices that were
strikingly different when compared to Fort Walton culture, such as the dye-stained teeth,
the sitting position observed at Cemochechobee, and the presence of an altar at Cool
Branch.
Pensacola culture, on the other hand, shares many similarities with Fort Walton.
The main distinctions are the capping of a few burial sites with sherds, the lack of flexed
and semi-flexed positions, and the dominance of secondary burials. It is possible that the
small sample of Pensacola burials may have skewed the overall picture or even the small
amount of data on Fort Walton burials. Regardless, a complete study of all Rood and
Pensacola burials should be conducted to aid in determining if these cultures are
distinctive from Fort Walton.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPARISON OF FORT WALTON BURIAL DATA WITH BURIALS AT
SELECTED MISSISSIPPIAN CEREMONIAL CENTERS
Introduction
The largest and most famous Mississippian ceremonial centers are Etowah,
Moundville, and Spiro, because of the concentration of Southeastern Ceremonial
Complex (SECC) artifacts at these sites, though the materials and themes vary from site
to site (Figure 1). To gain perspective of Fort Walton burial practices, it is necessary to
compare them to the greater Mississippian world, since Fort Walton culture is a local
Mississippian variant. These three sites were chosen for comparison purposes because
of the large numbers of burials that were excavated from these sites, as well as the fact
that the burial data are relatively well documented. It is especially important in the case
of the Lake Jackson site, which contains large amounts of SECC goods, linking it with
Etowah, Moundville, and Spiro (Cobb and King 2005:167-192).
Etowah
Etowah is composed of six mounds (A-F), but only three mounds contain burials
(A-C). Also there is a village which contained burials. All of the burial mounds are flattopped pyramidal mounds, while Mounds D through F are rectangular to oblong platform
mounds. The entire site is surrounded by a moat and bastioned palisade. It was occupied
throughout the Mississippian period A.D. 1000-1600, although not continuously. Over
360 burials were unearthed from Mound C alone. Etowah is well known for elaborate
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mortuary artifacts that were recovered from Mound C, such as copper plates and
headdresses and flint swords, associated with the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex.
Individual burials located in the village near Mound A and intrusive burials in Mound B
have not been studied as thoroughly as the burials from Mound C, although the burials
from Mounds A and B date to the early historic period. More extensive excavations were
conducted at Mound C, although Mound A is the largest of the mounds (Larson 1971;
King 2003:50-80). Consequently, the majority of the discussion on Etowah will be
devoted to the burials and exotic artifacts from Mound C. Table 48 shows the various
interment types and artifacts that were discovered at Etowah.
Table 48: Burial Data from Etowah.
Burial Types
log tombs, extended, disarticulated,
multiple

Artifacts
shell beads, shell gorgets, copper
headdresses and ornaments, chert
blades, ceramic vessels, columella
jewelry, necklaces, hairpins, turtle
shell and mica ornaments, rattles,
axes, stone and copper celts, pipes,
shell bowls, and bone tools

Burials from Mound C can be reduced to two categories: those associated with a
construction phase and those that are intrusive at the base. Burials associated with the
early construction phase of Mound C were simpler than in the final construction phase.
Most of these burials were pits or pits lined with limestone blocks, most of which did not
contain burials good, but those that did typically had shell beads and occasionally shell
gorgets. However, there were a few burials that consisted of elaborate mortuary
offerings, such as headdresses and copper ornaments, chert blades, and ceramic vessels
(King 2003:68).
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All final mantle burials were primary burials, usually of one individual, placed in
square or rectangular pits, totaling about 100 burials. Not all mantle graves contained
burial goods, however those that did usually fell into two categories—those with
ornaments or with weapons. Some of the ornaments include copper ear ornaments,
necklaces of shell beads, engraved shell gorgets, columella jewelry, copper-plated wood
beaded necklaces, headdresses and hair pins, turtle shell and mica ornaments, and rattles
made of copper and wood. Weapons/ceremonial items recovered from the mantle burials
include monolithic axes, spatulate celts, stone celts, copper celts, and copper-covered
stone celts. There were a few burials that contained items that do not fit into the other
two categories, including ceramic vessels, shell bowls, and stone paint palettes. It is
interesting to note that it was rare to find pottery with any of the burial types in Mound C.
These items are utilitarian, whereas most of the artifacts in Mound C are luxurious
ceremonial items. The majority of the final mantle burials were organized in an
interesting pattern. They were placed end to end with the long axes on the side, parallel
to the sides of the mound. Almost all of these burials were extended. In addition, there
were very few burials that intruded on one another, thus all of the burials were
constructed at the same time or were marked (Larson 1971:61-64).
Another significant burial that preceded the final mantle burials is a log tomb
(Burial 57). The tomb was composed of a wall of vertical log posts about 40 inches high
and the floor covered with walnut planks with poles constructed for the roof, enclosing an
area of eight square feet. Only one individual was interred, a large male, in association
with a multitude of artifacts: two copper axes, eight large conch shell bowls, five copper
plates, a plethora of shell beads, two copper ear disks, and an engraved “bird person”
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motif shell gorget. After the deceased and funerary objects were placed in the tomb, a
small mound of clay was used to enclose the tomb and the palisade line was
reconstructed, extending around the grave. Five feet northeast from the log tomb was a
seven foot deep pit containing an extended primary burial of a female. Her grave goods
pale in comparison to those of the male in the log tomb: only a plain ceramic vessel,
strings of shell beads around the ankles, wrists, and neck, although it is possible that there
were perishable grave goods. Six feet northwest of the log burial is another pit, but
shallow about 18 inches deep, that contained seven individuals all in an extended
position, but the remains were poorly preserved so age and sex determinations were not
possible (Larson 1971:64).
Burial 38 bears a striking resemblance to Burial 57, since it is also a log tomb
constructed in the same manner as the former, though it lacked floorboards. However,
Burial 38 contained the remains of 4 individuals all in an extended position, one
individual next to all four sides of the tomb. Each person was accompanied by a
headdress with copper ornaments, hawk skins and other feathers, in addition to a pair of
copper-covered wooden ear disks and a copper celt with a wooden handle (Larson
1971:65).
One of the last burials constructed in Mound C before Etowah was abandoned
showed signs of haste in the burial arrangement, which may have been the result of
Etowah being attacked. Burial 15 was also a log tomb, but it contained the disarticulated
remains of four individuals, who had been scattered across the floor along with numerous
artifacts, including copper ear spools, shell beads, copper ornaments, antler projectiles,
stone and clay pipes. The most famous artifacts recovered from this burial are the large
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painted marble statues of a male and female. Both of the statues were broken, as if they
had been thrown in the burial. It is believed that these statues represent the elite family
who ruled at Etowah (King 2003:79-80).
Blakely’s (1977) demographic study illustrates the social stratification of the
burial population within the chiefdom at Etowah. Samples from the burial populations
in Mound C (n=171) and Etowah village (n=76) depict two very different mortality
profiles. The profile at the Etowah village indicates a stable population, drastically
contrasting with Mound C, where children and adolescents are statistically
underrepresented. In addition, there is about a 1:1 ratio of male to female in the village
population, but there is an unequal ratio at Mound C with more males being present
94:71; however, a chi-square test revealed that this ratio does not deviate significantly
from the expected 1:1 ratio (Blakely 1977:45-66).
Moundville
About 3051 burials had been excavated at Moundville at the time that Peebles
(1977) wrote his dissertation, 801 by C. B. Moore and 2249 by the Alabama Museum of
Natural History from 1929 to 1951. Currently, about 1,500 individuals from Moundville
are curated at the Laboratory for Human Osteology at the University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa. Remains recovered from Moore’s excavations were transferred in the 1920s
from the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Science to the Museum of the American
Indian in New York, and were deaccessioned. Powell (1991) wanted to conduct research
on the skeletal remains and attempted to locate these remains but was unsuccessful.
Consequently, she was only able to analyze the remains excavated by the Alabama
Museum of Natural History. Steponaitis (1998:26-43) was able to date 505 burials from
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Moundville based on associated pottery. Based on his ceramic analysis, he estimates the
percentage of burials associated with each Moundville period – seven percent Moundville
I (A.D. 1050-1250), 38 percent Moundville II (A.D. 1250-1400), 53 percent Moundville
III (A.D. 1400-1500), and less than 2 percent Moundville IV (A.D. 1550-1650). Thus,
most of the burials examined by Steponaitis (1998) date to A.D. 1400-1650.
Peebles has done most of the research and interpretation about the burials at
Moundville. Peebles’s dissertation (1977:80) focuses on a sample of 2053 individuals.
Burials were uncovered in numerous different places, except the main plaza, although the
density of burials greatly varies. Most of the burials came from in and around the
numerous mounds (B, C, D, E, G, F, N, J, and P). There were areas north of the main
plaza that were cemeteries and the plaza margins contained charnel houses used to
deflesh the corpses. Village areas had a low density of burials (Peebles 1977:80-81).
The burial sample that Peebles utilized in his study consisted of 77.2 percent adults (18
years and up), 13 percent children (2-17 years), and 6.4 percent infants (0-1 years). Age
was a significant factor in the placement of the burials. There were more adults and
fewer infants and children in the mounds than in the cemeteries (Peebles 1977:83).
Moundville was the subject of McKenzie’s (1965) dissertation but he did not go
into much depth at all about the burials. He did state that the orientation was random, but
his sample only included 224 burials. However, Peebles (1977:85-86) shows that it was
not random: 895 of the 2053 burials have orientation data: 269 (30 percent) heads were
oriented toward east, with the majority of the 895 burials (84.25 percent) facing north,
east, or south. It seems that the orientation is linked to the placement at the site.
Northern areas tend to be oriented to the east, and the farther south of Mound B the more
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variable the orientation becomes. Single inhumations account for 80.6 percent in mounds
and 74.9 percent in the cemeteries. There is no significant difference between the two
(Peebles 1977:86). The majority (85.6 percent) of burials was not associated with
buildings; however, near the northwest corner of the plaza was a concentration of isolated
skull burials.
Most of the burials are primary (50.9 percent), but 9.4 percent are bundle burials
and 6.0 percent are isolated skull burials (Table 49). Also, there were two mandible-only
burials and four cremations. Cemeteries contained mostly primary burials, whereas the
mounds contained mostly secondary, bundle burials, and isolated skulls. Extended
position accounts for 90 percent of the primary inhumations, and 10 percent were either
partially or fully flexed. Over 94 percent were interred on their backs and less than 6
percent on their right or left side or face down. The form of the burial is significantly
associated with the age of the individual. Most secondary burials are adults, but the age
is not a significant factor with the position, orientation, presence of grave goods, or
inclusion of a multiple burial. More females were partially flexed and a few were fully
flexed. Sex was not a significant factor with the form (primary or secondary), orientation,
presence of grave goods, or inclusion of a multiple burial. The burial form (primary or
secondary) is significantly associated with the inclusion of mortuary artifacts. Secondary
burials are less likely to have mortuary artifacts. In addition, secondary burials are more
likely to be a part of a multiple burial.
Grave goods accompanied 41.1 percent of burials in mounds and 37.7 percent in
cemeteries, which was not a significant difference (Peebles 1977:92). Almost all
technomic artifacts were found in the cemeteries: hammerstones, grinding stones,
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whetrocks, projectile points, stone celts and axes, bone awls and fishhooks. Also
pendants made from animals’ teeth, effigy vessels, and raw materials (stone and bone)
were found almost exclusively in the cemeteries. Bowls, water bottles and jars were
found in both mounds and cemeteries, whereas decorated bowls and water bottles were
found mostly in mounds. There is no significant difference in the number of projectile
points which were contained in burials from the mounds and cemeteries. Items
associated with the SECC were also found in the mounds and cemeteries. However,
large copper axes, copper hair ornaments, ceremonial celts, and ceremonial flints were
exclusively found in association with burials in the mounds. Copper-clad cylinders of
wood or bone were exclusively found with burials in cemeteries (Peebles 1977:93).
Peebles (1977:94) claims that the skull burials in many instances were artifacts to
accompany other burials.
“Toy” vessels (miniatures) were only found with infants and “crude” clay
figurines were only found with children. Children and adolescents were associated with
small bone awls. Decorated vessels, most effigy vessels, technomic artifacts, pipes,
minerals, and paints were associated with adults (Peebles 1977:95). Most SECC items
were found only with adults, but not all: stone disks, palettes, and pearl beads were only
buried with adults; copper gorgets were found with adults and infants, and shell beads
with individuals of all ages (Peebles 1977:95-96). Infants found in mounds had no grave
goods, but according to Peebles were mostly ritual accompaniments (sacrifices) to central
burials.
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Table 49: Summary of Moundville’s Mortuary Data.
Age
Adults—77.2 %
children—13%
infants—6.4%

Burial Types
extended, flexed, semiflexed, bundle, skull-only,
cremations, and multiple

Artifacts
stone and bone tools,
celts, effigy vessels,
bowls, water bottles, jars,
copper axes, copper
ornaments, ceremonial
flints, copper cylinders,
pipes, pigments, pearl
beads, copper gorgets,
and copper plates

Of the 778 burials in this sample that contain grave goods, 719 were chosen by
Peebles (1977:96) for cluster analyses. Cluster analysis revealed the hierarchical nature
of Moundville society with ten different clusters (Table 50).
Table 50: Results of Peebles’s Cluster Analysis of Moundville Burials.
Cluster
Number
I
II
III
IV

V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

Predominant Types of Burial
Goods
SECC
shell, copper, galena
effigy vessels, decorated
bowls and pots, “toys”
stone and ceramic
discodials, large bone awls,
projectile points
plain pots and jars
plain water bottles
plain water bottles
plain bowls
decorated water bottles
large sherds

Percentage
of Adults
95.6
77.2
74.6

Percentage
of Children
4.4
14.0
7.5

Percentage
of Infants
0
8.8
7.9

84.8

8.7

6.5

72.9
86.9
87.8
67.9
97.7
86

18.8
13.1
10.2
21.4
2.3
10.5

8.3
0
2
10.7
0
3.5

In Cluster I, burials were associated with the prestigious SECC, which included
exotic items such as engraved copper plates. The majority of these burials were in
mounds and in cemeteries north of the plaza (Peebles 1977:130-131). Cluster II, the
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second wealthiest burials, contained mostly shell, but also copper gorgets and galena;
however, this also contained the second highest percentage of infants (Peebles 1977:131).
Cluster III was dominated by the presence of effigy vessels in 79.5 percent of all the
burials for this group, but some of the burials also contained decorated bowls (10.9
percent), decorated pots or jars (1.4 percent), and “toy” vessels (3.3 percent) (Peebles
1977:132). Also, 17.4 percent of the burials contained un-worked shell and unmodified
animal bone and 3.8 percent contained mica (Peebles 1977:133). These burials were
located throughout the site. Among burials in Cluster IV, 50 percent were associated
with stone or pottery discoidals, large bone awls (46 percent), projectile points (26
percent), red paint (8 percent) and un-worked bone (6 percent) (Peebles 1977:134).
Ninety-four percent of these burials were located in the village and cemeteries. In
Cluster V, 94.5 percent of these burials contained plain pots or jars (Peebles 1977:135).
In Cluster VI, 100 percent of the burials contained plain water bottles, 82.2 percent with
plain bowls and 44.4 percent had plain pots or jars. Burials from this group were found
throughout the site. Cluster VII also had 100 percent of the burials in this group
contained plain water bottles; these burials were located in the cemeteries and mounds
(Peebles 1977:136-137). Cluster VIII all had plain bowls and the lowest percentage of
adults. In addition, this group was almost exclusively from the village and cemetery
areas (Peebles 1977:137). Cluster IX was dominated by decorated water bottles (97.8
percent). Finally, Cluster X contained mostly large sherds (97.1 percent) and none from
this group came from mounds (Peebles 1977:138).
Clusters I and II have the majority of the exotic or imported materials, and Cluster
III is defined by the presence of shell gorgets and ceremonial celts, which are also high98

status items (Peebles 1977:139). Clusters I through III represent the presumed highest
ranking individuals. Seventy percent of burials in the mounds come from Clusters I
through III, few from Clusters IV through IX and none from Cluster X. The majority of
the burials was located in Cluster IV through X, and was distributed throughout the
cemetery and village areas. In addition, technomic items dominate Clusters IV through X
(Peebles 1977:141). “In general, then, the least complex burials are located farther away
from the main plaza; the more complex burials are located nearer the main plaza—
especially in areas north of Mound B; and the richest burials are found in the mounds”
(Peebles 1977:140; Peebles and Kus 1977:438-439). However, most of the society
(sixty-two percent of burials) had no grave goods regardless of age (Peebles 1977:190).
Table 51 summarizes Peebles’s results. Overall, Clusters I, VI, VIII, and IX have
fewer infants than expected and Clusters II, III, V and VII have more infants and children
than expected. Clusters IV and X have approximately the expected number of adults,
children and infants. In general, infants and children were excluded from clusters defined
by decorated water bottles; infants were excluded from those groups with plain water
bottles, sherds, or bone awls. “[T]he social identities mirrored by these artifacts are not
open to membership from all ages” (Peebles 1977:184).
When Powell (1991:27-28) studied the Moundville remains, she maintained the
same ratio that Peebles observed between adults and subadults; 140 subadults (24.8
percent) and 424 adults (75.2 percent) were used for this study. Among this sample,
subadults were generally more complete than adults. Powell (1991:29) concurs with
Peebles’s observation that subadults are seriously underrepresented. The life tables
composed by Weiss (1973) for anthropological populations show that those under the age
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of fifteen should make up 30 to 50 of the population, whereas in this sample, 110/564
(19.5 percent) are 15 years old or younger.
Spiro
The Spiro site is located in Oklahoma and consists of a village and a series of nine
mounds. The earthworks present at this site are buried charnel houses, platform mounds,
and burial mounds. Burials were recovered from four different contexts: top and flanks
of platform mounds, cemeteries, charnel house, and burial mounds. Dates for the burials
range from approximately A.D. 700-1450. Unfortunately, the major early excavations
were conducted by looters, who destroyed valuable data (Brown 1971:92-112;
1996a:183-191).
Craig Mound is the most famous burial mound at Spiro due to the extensive
excavations that revealed its contents, about 800 burials, many of which included
impressive burial goods, hence the name the Great Mortuary. Burial practices were
extremely diverse, including primary (extended, flexed, semi-flexed), dismembered
skeletons, skull-only, mass/multiple burials, various bundle burials, litter burials, copper
plate, container burial ( jar and box), burials with numerous amounts of conch shell, and
cremation. Most of the burials from Spiro were either mass burials or disarticulated
scattered remains (Brown 1971:92-112; 1996a:183-191).
Brown (1996a:183-191; 1996b: 299-316) describes each of these types:
•

Semi-flexed and articulated – three burials were excavated where the deceased

was laid on his or her back with the knees brought up to the pelvic area. Single burials of
this type were found at the foot of mounds and in the cemetery.
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•

Flexed and semi-flexed, partly disarticulated – 11 burials belong to this group,

which is defined as being composed of burials where the main individual is articulated,
but is associated with the remains of one or two disarticulated or cremated remains of one
to two other individuals. Such groups were buried typically in isolated pits in a cemetery
or mounds.
•

Extended, partly disarticulated – 19 interments that consist of a skull with a few

limb bones.
•

Multiple parallel, extended burials – 30 burials consisted of several individuals in

an extended position all parallel and oriented in the same direction. Some of the remains
were disarticulated.
•

Mass and multiple burials, partly disarticulated or completely disarticulated – the

over whelming majority, about 600, burials fall under this category. The number of
individuals buried together ranges from 2 to 32, with the average being 15.8. Some of
the skeletal remains included are flexed, semi-flexed, and extended. Most of these mass
burials were placed in large pits located in the cemetery.
•

Disarticulated bones with marine shell – an unknown number of burials, where

disarticulated bones of one of more individuals intermingled with artifacts, always
included broken conch shell cups. This type is specific to the Great Mortuary context.
•

Skull-only burials – 23 isolated single or multiple crania were typically found in

the mantle of the Craig Mound.
•

Various bundle burials—There were five instances of long-bones of multiple

individuals laid parallel to one another. There were also several different types of bundle
burials totaling 26 burials that were all unparalleled: long bones only; groups of long
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bones, skull, and pelvis; stacks of bones from multiple individuals; and long-bones and
skull.
•

Litter burials – eight different litters made of cedar poles contained fragmentary

remains along with luxury goods, including conch shell cups, ceramic cups, and shell
beads. With few exceptions, these burials only consisted of the remains of one
individual. These burials were only unearthed in mounds.
•

Conch shell burials – resemble litter burials without the presence of cedar poles.

Conch shell burials consist of compact deposits of conch shell cups and ceramic cups,
which were mixed with human bones and other artifacts. It is thought that these are litter
burials, but the wood has decayed, especially since there were only four of this burial
type.
•

Copper plate burials – bone fragments are associated with one or more copper

headdress plates. Archaeologists uncovered 13 different burials, in which plates were
placed over the human remains, usually only crania. These burials were also associated
with perishable artifacts such as cane flat weave mats, leather, textiles, and feathers.
Copper plate burials were probably bundle burials that were wrapped in leather and
textiles and then placed in baskets. This burial type is present in Craig Mound and is
often confused with litter burials because they occasionally contain conch shell cups and
shell beads.
•

Chest burials – few incidents of this type occur among the prestigious burials in

the Craig Mound. Engraved shells and copper artifacts, among other high-status items
were interred with human remains in wooden chests.
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•

Jar burials – there were three instances of skeletal remains in jars, usually bones

from hands and feet. These may have come from some of the flexed and semi-flexed
remains that were missing these bones or from possibly trophies taken from a population
outside of Spiro.
•

Cremations – there were seven examples of this burial type. Cremations were

always in association with other burials. These burials were probably originally placed in
containers and may be an alternative to the jar burials previously discussed.
All of the burial data is summarized in Table 51.
Table 51: Summary of Spiro’s Burial Practices.
Burial Type
Semi-flexed and articulated
flexed and semi-flexed, partly disarticulated
extended, partly disarticulated
multiple parallel, extended
mass and multiple, partly or completely
disarticulated
disarticulated with marine shell
skull-only
various types of bundle burials
litter burials
conch shell burials
copper plate burials
chest burials
jar burials
cremation

No. of Burials
3
11
19
30
about 600
unknown
23
31
8
4
13
few
3
7

Skeletal analysis also produced interesting facts concerning demographics.
Children were statistically underrepresented, as was the case at Etowah and Moundville.
Less than seven percent were under the age of 20 years and about two percent were
younger than 14 years of age. When children were present they tended to be buried with
adults, but only in low-status graves, and usually the bones were disarticulated. It has
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been suggested that since the bones of children were only scraps that they were accidental
burial inclusions, similar to mound fill containing scraps of deer bone that were interred
with adults. Due to poor preservation and the fragmentary nature of the majority of the
remains, identifying the sex of individuals was not possible, thus no patterns relating to
gender could be established (Brown 1971:92-112, 1996a:183-191; Brues 1996:317-324).
The most sumptuous burials were found in the Great Mortuary feature of the
Craig mound. More conch shell, copper and carved stone was recovered from Craig
Mound alone than any other major Mississippian ceremonial centers. Some of the
artifacts recovered were pieces of baskets, textiles, numerous projectile points, thousands
of shell beads, hundreds of pearl beads, and thousands of shell cup fragments. The
central chamber of Craig Mound appears to be a constructed vault in the interior of the
mound that housed the most prestigious Spiro elite. WPA excavators noted that the soil
around the cavity was much harder in comparison to the other parts of the mound. It
seems probable that there must have been a special construction that protected the burials
from the crushing weight of the mound and deterioration, especially considering the
incredible preservation of perishable items in the chamber. A total of 42 elite burials
were unearthed from this cavity. Among the most elite burials, skeletons were
dismembered and either place on a wooden litter or placed in a wooden chest with
engraved shells and copper artifacts (Brown 1996a:85-103; Peterson 1989:114-121).
Summary
It is clear that among Mississippian sites, a wide variety of interment types were
employed as shown by Fort Walton, Rood, Pensacola, and Mississippian centers (Table
52). I chose to examine the burial patterns from Etowah, Moundville, and Spiro because
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there was a multitude of skeletal data available for these sites, although there are
hundreds of other Mississippian sites. Of all the sites discussed, Spiro exhibited the most
variation of burial types. On the other hand, the overwhelming majority of burials at
Spiro were mass and multiple burials of partially or completely disarticulated individuals,
whereas, the singular, extended burials dominated at Etowah and Moundville.
Table 52: Burial Data Summary from Three Mississippian Centers.
Site
Name
Etowah
Moundville
Spiro

Site Type
pyramidal mounds,
village
burial mounds,
cemeteries, village
platform and burial
mounds, cemeteries,
village

Interment Type
log tombs, extended, disarticulated, multiple
extended, flexed, semi-flexed, bundle, skullonly, multiple, cremation
extended, flexed, semi-flexed, dismembered,
skull-only, mass, multiple, bundle, long bone
bundle, litter burials, container burials,
cremation

Most of the burial types demonstrated at Etowah, Moundville, and Spiro were
also present at many of the Fort Walton sites, and some of the Rood and Pensacola.
However, neither the log tombs at Etowah nor the copper plate burials at Spiro are
observed at Fort Walton sites, though both have traits similar to burials at Lake Jackson.
There are several other Spiro burial practices that are similar in some respects. Jar burials
usually included hands and feet at Spiro, however at Chambless (Fort Walton) crania
were found lodged in vessels and the remains of an infant were in an urn at Marsh Island
(Fort Walton). Few occurrences of cremation were reported at Spiro, which was also the
case with Rood and Fort Walton—Rood’s Landing (Rood) and Marsh Island (Fort
Walton). Spiro shell cup deposit burials consisted of numerous broken conch shell cups
with the remains of disarticulated individuals. At the Johnson site (Fort Walton), a cache
of 17 shell cups was discovered, but it is not stated if the cache was in association with
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any of the burials in the mound, although it is highly probable. Nevertheless, at Johnson,
there were not any disarticulated remains, only bundles, bowl over bundles, and urns. In
addition, there were a few cases of burials at Spiro contained in wooden chests.
Similarly, at Bear Point (Pensacola) human bones, along with glass beads seem to have
been packed into a wooden box, although only dust, iron nails, and clamps remain of the
box itself. It would be interesting to know if this was the result of European influence,
although there are no such burials at any of the Fort Walton sites that date to European
contact, and Spiro is also pre-contact.
The most prestigious goods recovered from Moundville, Etowah, and Spiro were
placed in mounds. Such is the case also with Lake Jackson, containing the highest elite
Fort Walton people. It seems that even among burials classified as elite, they can be
further divided by those that contain copious amounts of purely luxury goods and those
that contain some luxury and some utilitarian items (based on our modern, possibly
ethnocentric definitions). Graves at Lake Jackson resemble those at Etowah, Moundville,
and Spiro with regard to the SECC items. And the actual organization of the Lake
Jackson burials is reminiscent of Etowah’s log tombs, Spiro litter burials, and Spiro
copper plate burials. The burials at Lake Jackson were placed in pits with floors covered
with split logs; there were no wooden poles like the log tombs from Etowah. One
individual at Lake Jackson was buried in a wooden litter similar to the eight discovered at
Spiro. Finally, the elite at Lake Jackson were covered in clothing, mats, and leather and
were interred with copper plates and a wide variety of exotic goods. This is almost
exactly like the copper plate burials at Spiro, the main difference being that the Lake
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Jackson burials were primary (extended, flexed, and semi-flexed), whereas those at Spiro
were secondary (bundle burials).
Presumably utilitarian items, such as ceramic vessels, were rarely buried with the
most prestigious burials as seen at Lake Jackson, Moundville, Spiro, and Etowah,
although, pottery was frequently interred with other elite Fort Walton individuals.
Pigments present in some elite Fort Walton and Pensacola burials were only mentioned to
be with some adult burials at Moundville (Cluster IV). Though these burials at
Moundville included other artifacts, they were not as opulent as those seen at Lake
Jackson.
With regard to gender, not much can be said about these Mississippian chiefdoms
because analysis of relationships between sex and elite burials has not been conducted.
However, there is some indication that Fort Walton burials of adult females with highstatus goods may suggest gender complementarity or even women chiefs (Marrinan and
White 2007). On the other hand, more is known about differences resulting from age.
Children and infants are statistically underrepresented in populations at Etowah (Mound
C), Moundville, and Spiro and were commonly found in lower-status burials. At
Moundville, fewer infants and children were in mounds than in cemeteries, since mounds
typically contained more prestigious adults. Peebles argues that infants with no burial
goods are ritual accompaniments to adult burials; however, it is difficult to produce
evidence to support such a claim. Yet, some SECC objects were buried with subadults at
Moundville. At Spiro, most subadults are usually buried with adults, and only in lowstatus graves, generally disarticulated.
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It cannot be established if subadults are underrepresented at Fort Walton sites due
to the small sample size, or because age was not determined for most of the remains.
However, this trend in these Mississippian chiefdoms is in striking contrast to the
situations at St. Mark’s Lookout Tower (Fort Walton) and Fort Walton Temple Mound
(Fort Walton), which are dominated by infants and children many of which are buried
with prestigious objects. However, “toy” vessels were found with infants at Moundville,
which were also discovered at Fort Walton Temple Mound and St. Mark’s Lookout
Tower, both of which are mounds. A miniature Pensacola Incised vessel was found in
association with disturbed bones at Fort Walton Temple Mound, which probably were
that of a subadult since most of the remains were of subadults. Toy pots were also said to
have accompanied children at St. Mark’s Lookout Tower.
The presence and handling of elite artifacts are equally important for
understanding a site. This is apparent at Tomb 15 which was disorganized, unlike the
other, wealthier burials. It contained multiple individuals with elite goods that appeared
to be carelessly thrown into the burial and broken. Cool Branch (Rood) was also a
wealthy burial site that contained many individuals and was located in a buried charnel
house, analogous to Spiro, which also contained burials in charnel houses. Warfare has
been offered as an explanation to Etowah’s Tomb 15; warfare could also apply to Cool
Branch.
There is much variation at Mississippian burial sites. There does not appear to be
standardization of burial practices anywhere in the Mississippian world. Fort Walton
burials are comparable to those at other Mississippian sites in many regards, though there
are regional differences. It is possible that different conclusions could have been reached
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if a sample of burial sites that were not ceremonial sites had been chosen. Future
scholarship would be greatly aided by an extensive study of Mississippian burial
practices.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES
Examining Fort Walton burial data revealed interesting patterns. Variation is the
dominant pattern observed in Fort Walton burial practices, with 14 different burial types
observed. Overall, primary burials appear to be more prominent among classic Fort
Walton sites, whereas mixed sites contained mostly remains that were topped by vessels.
Most of the burial sites contained elite burials, with most elite burials being
interred in burial mounds, similar to other Mississippian cultures. Of all the Fort Walton
sites, Lake Jackson is the most similar to the major Mississippian ceremonial centers.
Clearly there was communication and trade occurring between these sites.
Another interesting occurrence is the high-status burials of women at Lake
Jackson and Corbin-Tucker, which might suggest gender equality or complementarity. In
addition, the burials at the Fort Walton Temple Mound and St. Mark’s Lookout Tower
are significant because most of the burials contain the remains of infants and children,
some of which were buried with elite goods. Fort Walton Temple Mound and St. Mark’s
Lookout Tower are both protohistoric sites. Spanish influence could explain these
interesting sites, since at many historic sites children are buried with grave goods.
Furthermore, Spanish disease could have killed off the children in the population. There
is also some indication that Spanish influence and disease could also be the reason for the
high occurrence of secondary and mass burials among historic Fort Walton sites.
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Pensacola and Fort Walton burial sites bear strong resemblance to one another.
The main divergences at Pensacola sites are the practice of capping burials with sherds
and the lack of flexed and semi-flexed burials. There is also a trend with mixed Fort
Walton/Pensacola and Pensacola sites, which are dominated by secondary burials,
whereas classic Fort Walton sites have a mixture of primary and secondary burials.
Caches of pottery were also present at some transitional and Pensacola burial sites, but
absent from all of the classic Fort Walton burial sites. Rood-Phase burials appear
peculiar in comparison to Fort Walton practices, specifically, the dyeing of teeth at
Cemochechobee and chaotic elite burial at Cool Branch. Ceramic studies of Rood sites
reveal that only Rood II sites contain mostly Fort Walton ceramics.
Reexamination of the definition of Fort Walton culture is in order to address
concerns with Pensacola culture. Based on current understandings, it is difficult to
handle the sites that have mixtures of Fort Walton and Pensacola-Series ceramics. A
study of the ceramics from sites excavated by Moore would help to clarify if Fort
Walton-series or Pensacola-series ceramics dominated certain sites where Moore did not
illustrate the ceramics. Furthermore, studies should be conducted to compare Pensacola
to Fort Walton and to the larger Mississippian tradition. A follow-up study of this thesis
is necessary to compile all known Pensacola and Rood burials for comparison purpose
with Fort Walton burial sites. In addition, extensive research of Mississippian burials,
both elite and non-elite, may yield interesting results.
Finally, a reassessment of skeletal remains from the Fort Walton sites that were
not originally examined for pathology, age, and sex, in conjunction with field notes, is
necessary to understand Fort Walton culture better. This is especially important for the
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sites that Moore excavated and the others that were poorly documented. These skeletal
remains could provide more significant information regarding the social status of Fort
Walton women and children. New data may also assist in formulating interpretations
about Spanish influence on burial patterns, from disease and/or culture.
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